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The Vietnqm Wor qnd the Frogmenlqtion

of Americon ldenrity

Crises of Public ond Privote Foundotion Myths

The theory of repression provided artists and poets with a metaphor that

shaped their reaction to the Vietnam \War. As they defined the structure of

American sociery through a combination of psychoanalytic and mythopoetic

theory they proposed that the root causes of violenc elay in a primal scene in

American history that had been repressed in public culture but continued to

find expression both in everyday life and the affairs of smte. "From a revolu-

tionary viewpoirrt," Lawrence Ferlinghetti (b. ca. ryril declared in t969, "rt

ei time when shock treatment is necessary!" G^ry Snyder (b. r%o) found in

an image of the controlled burning of surface shrub a model for renewing

the soul by clearing away old dry thoughts and feelings and bringing the

raw ground to the surface: "I would like, /with a sense of helpful order, /
with respect for laws / of nature, / to help my land / with a burn. a hot

clean / burn."1

Rather than present rational argument, protest based in this view aimed to

exterio rrze interior conflict so that each person could confront and overcome

the forces that coerced identification with the power of the sate. Roben

Duncan argued that "the urge to shed our individual responsibiliry and to be-

come a person of the Nation" provided the foundation to the American con-

cept and practice of democracy.2 Poets had to awaken their fellow citizens to

the crimes they unconsciously committed as citizens through their represen-

tatives in government. The slogan "Make love, not war" fit into a definition
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of American military policy as an outgrowth of repressed sexual drives. Art-

ists and poets in the ry6os helped shatter an illusion of narional consensus

through a rwo-fold realignment of categories of the unspeakable: first, a pro-

jection of sexual experience into public discourse; second, acknowledgmenr

of the violence upon which United States sociery had been built.

"Everywhere living productive forms in the evolution of forms fail,

weaken, or gros/ monstrous, destroying the terrns of their existence," Roben

Duncan observed in the introduction to his r 968 collection of poems , Bend-

ary tbe Bow. *Ve cannot rid ourselves of the form to which we now belong,"

he continued. With the Vietnam War the American republic had entered the

last days of its history because the fictional nature of its founding ideals had

become clear. Since death was prelude to rebifth, the dury of poers was ro

prepare themselves and their readers for the transformarion that was under-

way.3 In another essay Duncan argued that the firsr srep to rebirth was ac-

knowledgi"g crimes one does not want to face.

This is the importance we find in tragedy, where Man comes to know the

depths of what he is doing, his righteousness is stripped bare. The bomber

overlooks the realiry he inflicts-he flies high as the politician who directs

his action likes to fly high above the realiry of his orders. The State Depan-

ment agent plays, as if it were a game, moves and counterrnoves in the

name of peace and order, of "honor," that involve unrealities of burning

cities and countrysides laid waste. The lies of Johnson and his regime are

terrns of the language of a grand psychopathology of daily political life that

belongs to their refusal to face the facts of what they are doing. . The

language of this history is to be read as the language of a psychodc episode

in which there is no recognition of the madness.o

Political protest aimed to force narional leadership to address the effects of

their actions and not to escape into the abstracrions of cause or rhe teleologies

of rational planning. (Hence the imporrance of the mocking, mxcabre chanq

"F[.y, h.y, LBJ ! How many kids did you kill tod ay?" rarher than appeals to
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50. Edward Kienholz, Tbe Portable War Memorial, mixed media, ry68.

The Museum Ludwig, Museen der Sadt Kdln.

humanitarian principles, universal justice, or a variation of Patriotic senti-

ment. ) Frank confession of the hidden effects of war would wipe away self-

righteousness and force each person to face the costs of their desires for power

over others. The ideology of nationalism was particularly vicious because it

absolved individuals of personal resPonsibiliry by imposing uPon them an

obligation of conformiry to group consensus. To shatter the repressive dy-

namics of nationalism, each individual had to awaken his or her own private

conscience through a deliberate act of seParation. Identiry had to relo cate

from the absffaction of Amedcan patriotism to other ideals more rooted in

immediate personal connections that could as easily carry hopes and dreams

of a good life.

Psychological separation required rewriting the foundation myths of the

United States as a nation. Edward Kienholzt The Portable War Memorial,

"suitable for any furure war," (fig. 5o) was the centerpiece of the San Fran-
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cisco Museum of Modern Ant ry68 summer exhibit. The source of its im-

agery was unmistakable to a generarion raised on the mythology of World

War II as a holy crusade. Kienh olz patterned a ser of figures after Joseph Ro-

senthal's famous photograph of marines raising the United States fl^g over

Iwo Jima. But Kienholz's GIs raise the flag over a pario table while a record-

ing of Kate Smith bellows a strained, static-crackli"g version of "God Bless

Americ a." In a corner of the tableau, next to the barbecue stand, is the politi-

cal hean of the piece: a small bas-relief of an African slave in chains strugglirg

against the suburban utopia that was the ultimare historical product of con-

quest and exploitation. The small figure dramatizes the force of repression

that had screened ouq but could nor completely eradicate, the origins of

American plenry.s

The original crime that Kienholz, among many, believed that the war in

Indochina revealed was a long history of racial dominarion and violence.

Michael McClure's long poem Poison Wbeat described American history

as a chronicle of continuous war, beginning with the genocide of the Native

American peoples during the wesrward expansion. He ridiculed one of the

most apparently peaceful icons of the United States, the sheaf of wheat.

American productiviry, however bountiful, was poisoned by the blood of
victims and the fears of retribution that prolonged the nation's dependency

upon military aggression. His volume outlined a program for new economic

and foreign policies that could ernerge from acknowledgment of pasr crimes

and contrition. \X/ith a perhaps quixotic belief in the power of poerry Mc-

Clure privately published his poem and senr copies to t76 prominent jour-

nalists and politiciarls. Not one responded, and McClure began ro consider

whether acts of violence might ultimately be necessa ry to sabotage the mili-

tary machine.'

Conquest instead of discover/; slavery instead of enteqprise; a funeral pyre

of indigenous peoples instead of breadbasket of the world or arsenal of de-

mocrac/i atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki instead of the "good

war": modal events of American history assumed new, ironical meanings that
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bluntly stated that the American state was simply an historical, hence arbi-

trary, fact, that it had never been the agency of providential redemption.

Avant-garde poets and artists entered into political debate over the war with

language calculated to insult rather than convince. Shock therapy meant that

audiences would know instantly where they stood when facing an and poetry

of this nature. G^ry Snyder, loosely translating the Tang Dynasry hermit

poet Han-Shan, who abandoned society to live on a mountaintop, succinctly

stated the developing polanzation that his generation desired:

My hean's not the same as yours.

If your heart was like mine

You'd get it and be right here.'

Snyder called the shattering of myths of social unicy the revolt of the "back

country." His phrase meant first and foremost the explosion of unconscious

knowledg. into consciousness, but he also celebrated the refusal of despised

class, sexual, racial, and cultural groups to accept silence, to accept the de-

meaning status of "minorities."

Linking sexualiry and violence in a critique of American psychopolitics

preexisted escalation of the Vietnam Var, which served as the instance that

confirmed already well-developed beliefs that the United States poliry was ir-

redeemably brutal. "The same war / continues," Denise Levenov (b. r94)
wrote in r 966.*\7e have breathed the grits of it in, all our lives / our lungs are

pocked with rt / the mucous membrane of our dreams I coated with it, the

imagination / filmed over with the gray filth of it." \flally Hedrickt early

anti-Vietnam War paintings (fig. y r) assaulted the United States governmentt

East Asian allies with sexual innuendo and a stark image that equated Ameri-

can foreign policy with rape. "Ve weren't real)y there ovenly," he recalled

about his early paintings on Vietnam, "but we were there. I was starting to

hear things on the news broadcasts, 'Ve're sending zo advisers.' And I said,

'Uh oh, here we go.' But see, I'd only been out of the A*y five years, and
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51. Vally Hedrick , Anger, oil on canvas, rg jg.Private collecdon.

Courtesy of the Gallery Paule Anglim, San Francisco.

somehow I don't think I knew the difference berween Korea and Vietnam. To

me it was all the same. All I knew was we were there and we were going to

get screwed again."8 His modf of ignorance functioned to intenrify the guilt

of those who failed ro prorest rhe war: one did not need to know the details.

Awareness of the evil in American sociery should be in one's bones. Those

who didn t "g.t it" had a problem: they were sdll colonized by the attracrions

of living in the most powerful and power-hungry nation in history. The un-

dercurrent of self-mockery in Hedrick's memory was part of a struggle ro

burn away the compliciry that arose from simply being born in the United

States.
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Ben Talben's Tbe Ace (figt. 5z and;) presented a similar critique in a hu-

morous self-portrait that dramatrzed the satisfactions a miliary sociery gave

the American male. The work drew on his adolescent ambitions to become a

jet fighter pilot. After graduating from high school in suburban Los Angeles

County, Talbert (rgl3-r974) entered Texas AErM College to pursue aviation

studies. He dropped out after the firs t year and was drafted into the army.

Acrual military experience soured his romantic vision of the warrior life. On

the completion of his service, h. rerurned home to enroll at UCLA, where

he majored first in aeronautical engineering but then switched to real esmte

courses in the School of Business Administration. Two years later in gj9,
afrcr marryrng his high school sweeth eart, he dropped out of school once and

for all. He pursued his calling as an artist in the impoverished beach commu-

niry of Venice, where he was one of the most personable and frequently pho-

tographed beat characters of southern California (fig. j4).

Talbert had no training in the arts whatsoever. His work developed from

his love of comic books, hand-decorated hot rods, surfboards, and pornog-

raphy. Talbert developed his ov/n private comic strip, "Dick Racy," a parody

of the popular fictional detective Dick Tracy. This series of work allowed him

to comment on the relation of crime fantasies and repression. Filled with non

sequiturs, false leads, and witry delight in Racyt disregard for the law to nail

his man or woman, Talbert's version strung together exaggerated sexual con-

quests with the violent deaths of Racyt enemies. Talbert had three one-artist

exhibits at the prestigious Dwan Gallery berureen rgy8 and r9q, but most of

his work remained unseen because of its explicit sexualiry. His reputation

during his lifetime stemmed almost entirely from personal contact. People

traveled to his house to look at almost legen d^ry works they had heard about

only by word of mouth.'

The Ace was the single work by which he was best known during his life-

time, in pan because it was one of the few that could be reproduced without

publishers worrying if they might become liable for prosecution under then

existing antiobsceniry laws. Its popularity among his contemporaries also
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52. BenTalbert,TbeAce,frontview; mixedmedia, ca. t952. Courtesyof HalGlicksman.

Photo: Hal Glicksman.



53. Ben Talb ert", Tbe Ace, details. Photo: Hal Glicksman.

54. \Wallace Berman, photograph of Ben Talbefi., ca. ry6o. Vallace Berman

papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.



stemmed from the piecet clear message about militarism and the relation of

sexualiry to violence. The work reduced imagery drawn from aviation to car-

toonlike qualities that made explicit the sexual implications in the design of

military hardware. The frame for the work is an artist's easel on which Talben

hung a four-foot-long pair of drone plane wings. Instead of apainting he left

avacant frame into which he dropped a collage about the flying aces of \florld
.W.ar 

I. Directly beneath the pilots he created a collage of doll hands reaching

up, in adulation of the flyers. The assemblage contains a variery of icono-

graphic objects, including a cutout of Icarus, a replica of the gum Spencer

Tracy put on the arcraft he flew in the Vorld War II action film Test Pilot,

and rwo miniature bombsighm shaped like erect penises.

Male fascination with militarisffi, Talben seemed to be saying, came from

the armed services being one of the few instirutions in American life where

sexual fantasies were openly indulged. The work's delight in its imagery

makes it difficult to distinguish glorification of masculine obsessions from a

critique of libidinal identificadon with weapons of destruction. The piece was

a pafticulrrly honest person al reaction to the opporrunities that presented

themselves to Talbert when he was a young man. The reverse side of Tbe Ace

shows bombs raining down on children, sketched with a lighthearted if grisly

humor that captured the distanced, casual attirude that air war can encourage

toward its victims.

The piece's humor echoes the self-mockery in Vally Hedrick's recollec-

tions, but The Ace allows us to see more clearly another function to the risque

humor generally adopted by the young men of this generation in their con-

frontation with authoriry. Talben's mockery repudiated the milfiary culture,

but without losing the insight that the sffength of the American military lay

in the satisfactions it provided to ment desires to exercise power over others,

an appeal that could be overcome only by providing alternative ways of grati-

fyi"g those needs. Vithout the juxtaposition of appeal and repudiation, the

critique in Talbert's work would have no substance, nor posit a solution. Un-
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covering fantasies of destruction submerged in his self-construction as a hero

functioned to distance Talbert from his point of origin and affirm the choice

he made to abandon participation in a system based on militarism.

The sffategy of mock.ry contrasts shalply with Kenneth Rexroth's ele-

giac attirude developed in "The Phoenix and the Tortoise." The older Poett
\World \War ll-inspired poetry imagined sexualiry as a doorway to cosmic

process, 2s a way of escaping through one's inner nature from the controls

of social formation. For Talben, sexualiry was ambivalent. "Make love, not

war" promised to break the hold of war over the male imagination, but his

work also presented search for sexual gratification as the glue that held to-

gether social authoriry. Talbert understood the narure of sexualiry in a more

psychologized, power-conscious way.Sexualiry was a projection of the ego

in its power-seeking aspect. Its pleasures came from the exercise of control

over foreign bodies through mastery of their operation and imposing onet

own will upon them. The object of pleasure could be a car or an atrPlane or

another human body. The romantic imagination had brought the vertiginous

truth closer to the surface that the reducdon of women into objects of sexual

pleasure was not a question of individual character) or a choice bervreen good

and evil, but the prime case-in-point in a stnrcture of personaliry develop-

ment in a sociery in which love of power had been the necessary motivating

factor since Europeans had embarked on their conquest of the "new world."

The valuable insights in works like Tbe Ace depended upon the use of ste-

reorypes drawn from popular culture, but with their psychosexual subtext

amplified to reveal the way they covertly expressed rePressed desires. Creative

work objectified a subjecdve response to social imperatives, yet without nec-

essarily harmon rzrng the inner lives of artists who remained opposed to the

sociery in which they lived. Stereorypes helped bridge this gulf, not by creat-

ing a harmony, but by dram atrzingthe interior battle berween continuiry and

innovation. Social criticism blended with self-criticism, although that self-

reformative aspect was often hidden behind externahzed rage at those not
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sharing in the act of purging inner desires that the critic had determined were

shameful. The fury accompanying so much social comment in the r 96os was

partof the exorcism. Brutal exposition of the problem burned shared respon-

sibiliry in crime to cinders in the trial of self-liberation.

Stereotypical images strengthened the transformation because they ap-

peared to be "natural" ways of thinkirg about the self. A strength of the

counterculrur e lay in its merger of opposition with utterly traditional, even

conservative images of self. This process was true for both men and women.

"The women in the hippie communiry are very, very female," Mrggie Gas-

kin, a college dropout in her mid-rvrenties, told an interviewer with some

pride. "There are a lot of children around that are there because they're

wanted, md the women are going back and doing very feminine things, like

weaving and cooking with a lot of pride, doing it as a woman-thing." Her

images echo Kerouac's vision of Christine Monahan tn The Dharma Bums,

but Gaskin completed her statement with a conclusion that went beyond

Kerouac: "The hippie girls arevery, very feminine, but they're very compe-

tent too." Gaskin argued that countercultural women escaped the imprison-

ment in the home that was the lot of the stereoryped traditional housewife.

Hippie women developed their workplace skills, as well. \When their hus-

bands or boyfriends tired of working, the women in the Haight wenr our

to work and their resourcefulness made them good employees capable of

mastering the changing work environment. Gaskin presented an ideal self-

representation, in which the contradictions involved whenever people live or

work togetherbarely surfaced. The themes of cooperation, self-control, and

independence defined her life and those of her friends. Knowledgeable in the

skills of house and work, these vrere women able to stand on their own and

provide decent, comfortable lives for themselves and their children.lo

The poet Lenore Kandel, who was arrested in 1967 for violating anri-

obsceniry laws with her volume Tbe Love Book, stressed that clear-cut gen-

der differences were important for women to like themselves as women, to

value and trust the skills that women had accomplished over the centuries.
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A woman's job is feeding her man, taking care of those about her. In her

wxft radiating the feeling of warmth. . . . A woman takes care of the wash-

ing and puning the kids to bed. . Some women are painters, some

women are writers, some women are dancers, and if they're really that,

they're really that. And then you have to learn to make those things work.

I'm a writer, but I'm a woman. And I wouldn't sacrifice the woman part

of it for the writing partof it. . . . I spend a lot of time in the kitchen, I feed

a lot of people all the time. I'm a good cook. . Here I was with that

hysteric il,lLooe Bookftrial and reporters up my nose, and there I was with

a bundle of wet laundry too, because that had to be done.lr

Kandel thought women needed men who took pride in masculine tasks:

"Huntinga deer. Protecting the house. Taking care of enemies, if there be

such."l2 A man should be able to wash dishes or change diapers, but those

were not his "primary functions." These were fantastic images, but they were

pafr of a transition that resisted a reduction of femininiry to merely physical

sexual characteristics. Indeed, Kandel's primary complaint was that contem-

porary relationships forced women to concentrate on their sexual affractive-

ness rather than developirrg , broad range of skills appropriate to a life a

woman wanted to lead.

In her poem "The Pigs for Circe in Mry," Joanne Kyger praised the power

of the sorceress in the Odyssey who could turn men into pigs, untidy domes-

ticated animals that think they are wild but need a mistress to keep their sen-

sual needs satisfied. Circe has done nothing more than make clear what the

inner natLrre of Odysseus's sailors had always been because they were men.

She put them into a position where they could follow their instincts without

hurting anybodf, always a danger with young males. The implication of this

poem was that the homemaker was the real magiciar, not the adventurer or

the poeq whose fables and songs served to pass the evenings at the homestead.
'Woman 

as mistress of the loom was the source of myth and meaning, not

men who jabbered about being explorers of the unknourn but wanted the
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comfort of a home. In an earlier poem, "Pan as the Son of penelope,,, written
while she was a studenr in Roben Duncan's poetry workshop ar the San Fran-

cisco Public Library, Kyger presenred the possibiliry that penelope was rhe

author of the Odyssey, composing it as she wove d^y after day, keeping the

men entertained by "concocring [Odysseus's] advenrure bringing / the mis-

fornrnes to him" as a warning to men who took stereorypes too seriously.,,

Utilizing the srereoq/pes of American culrure, Kyger, Kandel, and Gaskin

began to redefine the narure of female power in specifically gendered rerms, a

necessary step for the emergence of "women's consciousness,, to replace the

diffuse degendered sense of mystical power that we saw earlier in the self-

representations of Joan Brown and I^y DeFeo.

If stereorypes proved necessa ry for motivating individual innovation, they

acted as limits as well. Negative and positive poles were inseparable. Talben,s

pornographic vision of women as inherently willing vicrims, or the lingering

patnarchal ethos of the counrerculmre, were nor regremable vestigial remains

to be sloughed off in time as a more basic libenarian message took hold. The

negative fearures were essential to the total message conveyed and operated as

inner contradictions that ultimately fissured movemenrs of the r96os. In the

next rwo chapters, we will examine how G^ry Snyder and Roben Duncan,

rwo poets who established their national repurarions in the course of the Viet-
nam Var, confronted the linking of progressive and regressive materials in the

counterculrural imagination. Their work presenred very distinctive strategies

as to how to make "poems" effective in both individual and public reform.

Snyder , Zenadept and leader in the back-to-the-land movemenr, became one

of the most popular American poers of the r96os. He was a visible, public

figure who, combining innovation with stereoryp€s, artempted to present the

counterculrure as a ration al way of being and a force for social responsibiliry.

Duncan was known only ro a few. Private and hermetic, he crafted a critique
that suggesred from a point of view internal to the avanr-garde *hy the coun-

terculrure, despite its optimism and energ[ would collapse. Snyder projected

subjective division ourward by inscribing boundaries berween groups based
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on ideology. Duncan faced inward to describe the boundaries within the self

dissolving and reformi"g i" persistent inner turmoil. These rwo poets pre-

sented contrasting ideas of communiry and the function of poetry. Snyder re-

rurned to ancient traditions to reconstitute a lost whole. He found in domes-

tic utopra, refashioned as "tribalism," an alternative social abstraction with

which to oppose nationalism. Duncan examined the constant turnings of the

repressed and decided that the whole is never more than fragments, that

people spent their lives constandy grasping for the phantom of what might

have been. As social rurmoil increased during the war's progress, their efforts

to propose subjectivities that could mediate needs for structLrre and freedom

made clear the limits of the social and subjective refoffns proposed by the

mid-century American avant-garde.
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I3
Gory Snyder on the Responsibilities of Utopio

Exponding the Boundories of Domesticity

In r 966, while returning home working as a seaman on a petroleum mnker,

G^ry Snyder pondered the history of the United States and wrote

Ah, that's America:

the flowery glistening oil blossom

spreading on water-
it was so tiny, nothing, now it keeps expanding

all those colors,

opening inside ffilJ'lo-,,, .,,,

each partswelling and turning

who would have thought such turning'

The lines evoke the mystic image of the rose unfolding, symbol for the soul

opening toward God as the mysteries of eterniry reveal themselves to the pil-
grim on the verge of enlightenment, or in a rwentieth-century variant as the

conscious mind learns to recogntze the coded statements of the unconscious.

The idea of Americat specter discovered in an oil slick was an ironic statement

redolent of social criticism and the inversion of national foundation myths:
the image declares that the United States was a pollution, but there was hope

for the future. The poison would eventually be broken up and dispersed by
the sheer volume of the dark ocean upon which it sits. The United States of
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the conquest was a temp orary phenomenon, capable during its existence of
revealing beauty in its poisons, but still one way or another, it would be ab-

sorbed back into the natural world.
Snyder's counterculrural formulation grew out of a Mamian-syndicalist

viewpoint that may have been a family tradition but which took shape during

his undergraduarc years at Reed College (r 947-r9i2).Snydert youthful in-

volvement in left-wing activities was superficial, but sufficient for the United

States Forest Service to fire him from his job as a ranger in r 9ti when a con-

gressional committee subpoenaed him to testifo o, communist activiry in the

forest and parks services. Barred from government employment, he went to

work as a logger in the commercial timber fields of \flashington and Oregon.

Labor radicalism was not to be his path, but his experiences as a logger

formed a key strand of his second book of poetry, Myths and Texts, Pub-
lished in r 96c,, a work that synthesized his srudies in radical labor traditions

of the western United States, Native American culrures, and Buddhism.2

A later poem, "Revolution in the Revolution in the Revolution," sketched

the relationship of these three traditions and effectively proposed a hierarchy

among them:

If the capitalists and imperialists

are the exploiters, the masses are the workers.

and the parry

is the communist.

If civilization

is the exploiters, the masses is narure.

and the pany
is the poets.

If the abstract rational intellect

is the exploiters, the masses is the unconscious.

and the parry

is the yogins.3
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The yogin in Snydert metaphysics is not simply a mystic passively contem-

plating eterniry, "Yoga, from the root Y"j (related to the English 'yoke')

means to be at work, engaged," he wrote.a Consistent and disciplined 1'ogic

practice unleashed the "dictatorship of the unconscious," essential to break

the power of hierarchical social stnrcrLtres created through five cenruries of
imperial expansion.

Snyder first came to national attention in a fictionaltzed form as the hero

of Jack Kerouact ry57 novel Tbe Dbarma Bwms, a romantrcization of the

time the novelist shared a cottage with Snyder in I 9t6.After one semester at

Indiana Universiry, Snyder abandoned graduate study in anthropology and

moved to Berkeley to learn Japanese and Chinese prior to leaving for Japan,

where he planned to enter aZenmonastery. Vhen Kerouac met him, Snyder

was already four years into his self-study of Buddhism. The novelt title re-

ferred to the Buddhist tradition of the bhikkw, /oung men who abandoned

all settled life to search for "dharma" (the path of truth understood as a

continuous process of "forming and firming").t Kerouac found the image

a positive version of the restless journeys of himself and his friends that he

had described in several novels. Kerouac rurned to Snydert intelpretation

of Buddhism as an answer to the nihilism of Dean Moriarry's story tn On
tbe Road.

On its simplest level, Tbe Dharma Bums reads as a "how-to" manual for
the counterculrure of the r96os, accvrately predicting ten years before its time

dress, rituals, living arrangements, and even language that would become fad-

dish. The novel announced that a "rucksack revolution" would sweep the

United States as ever larger numbers of people refused to "subscribe to the

general demand that they consume producdon and therefore have to work
for the privilege of consuming all that crap they didn't really want anyways."

Instead of producing mechanical goods, people would become aftists, "go

about writrng poems that happen to appear in their heads for no reason" and

"by strange unexpected acts keep giving visions of eternal freedom to every-

body and to all living creatures."5 Snyder, given the name of Jrphy Ryder in
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the novel, was a fictional model for a bohemian saint because Kerouac en-

dowed him with the courage to persevere on his quest against the ties of the

hean. For Kerouac, freedom meant having done with women, md Ryder

floated along unattached to either mother or mate. Freedom was the abiliry

to call into being a man with no des to women other than casual sex, a man

whose most imponant ties were with other men.7

Ryder "was always practicing charrtyi'the narrator says. "In fact he taught

ffie, and a week later I was giving him nice new undershins I'd discovered in

the Goodwill store. He'd turn right around and make me a gift of a plastic

container to keep food in." He tells Kerouac's alterego in the novel, "Smith

you don't reahze itt a privilege to practice giving presents to others." Smith

observes, "There was nothing glitte ry and Christmasy about it, but almost

sad, and sometimes his gifts were old beat-up things but they had the charm

of usefulness and sadness of his giving."8

Rydert most important lesson was that it was "impossible to fall off moun-

tains." The rwo climb the highest peak in the nofthern Sierra range. Smith

cannot make it to the top and stops thirry feet below, terrified to scrabble up

to the summit. Ryder, h his rypically meticulous and disciplined way, finds

each footstep. Arriving at the top, he lets loose a "blood-curdli.g yodel" that

Smith describes as an ernanation of the divine hidden in all men. Then Ryder

runs down the difficult path at full speed safely arriving below without trip-
ping. Ryder explains, "Thatt what they mean by sayinB, 'When you get to the

top of amountain keep climbirg."'Smith inteqpre$ the event to mean that as

long as one has trained for a task, boldness is a safer policy than caution in

time of crisis. Action rather than words marked the most appropriate re-

sponse to the challenges of life.

As the novel comes to an end, Ryder embarks for Jrp*, where he plans

to study Zen. Snyder, with his manuscript for Myhs and Texts completed,

left California forJapan in Mry r9j5. He had planned to leave earlier, but be-

cause of his suspected political radicalism, he had difficulry in securing a pass-

port. He entered the First.Zenlnstirute of America, located at the Daitoku-ji
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temple in Kyoto, while he supported himself as a translator and English lan-

guage teacher. Aside from one year working as a wiper on an oil hnker,
Snyder lived in Japan undl ry68. He made frequent trips back to the United
States and small press publications of his poetry quickly sold our, but his

presence in America loomed through the legendizing portrait Kerouac had

crafted, a portrait that seemed confirmed by his immersion in Asian life.10

Snyder, however, subjected the philosophies he studied in Asia ro a

healthy dose of American practic alrty.He rejected the privileged and parasiti-

cal position organuzed Buddhism had in Asia. Monasteries, whether Chris-
tian or Buddhist, he observed, developed in hierarchical societies where the

majoriry labored rc suppon landlords, a warrior class, and religious parasires:

"Insdrutional Buddhism has been conspicuously ready to accepr or ignore the

inequalities and ryrannies of whatever political system it found itself under. "11

In his Americarrzed form of Buddhism, everybody worked and everybody
was responsible for spirirual development.

Rather than romanricize non-\Testern societies, Snyder proposed to ex-

amine their systems of knowledg. and behavior and locate the elemenrs that

u/ere useful to modern life. Sensible self-interest should guide culrural inter-
action as people let go of antiquated loyalties and narrow inteqpretations of
the past to take the best of human inventiveness as a reperto ry of alternatives

to current modes of behavior. Chinese, Amerindian, and Japanese lore, Sry-
der observed in the introduction to the 1977 reprint of his second published
book of poetry, Mytbs and Texts, "are not exotica but paft of our whole
planetary heritage." Each culture was a srorehouse of ideas and experimenrs
in resolving human probleffis, some successful, many more failed. Thanks ro
\Western technology, there existed the possibilicy "for the first time in human

experience . . . to look in one wide gaze at all that human beings have been

and done on the whole planss."tz

The result, whatever its strengths or weaknesses as social theory was a

synthesis in which neither the European nor the non-European side was cari-
catured. Snydert idea of an "international" culture drawing upon all heri-
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tages was both romantic and practical. His srudy of Asian culmraltraditions
had provided a rupture for Snyder and the freedom to define himself inde-

pendently of the pressures to conform to a narrow inteqpretation of Euro-
pean-American behavior. His children turned that rupture into alegacy. Born

from his marriage in Japan to Masa Uehara, they,like increasing numbers of
Americans, could claim equal rights to both European and non-European

heritages. Once the relationship to the past extended into a relationship with
the furure, Snyder became a transitional figure (as we all are one way or an-

other). The pull to Asia had begun with an artificial element to it, but once

accomplished in a way that created responsibilities and ties, there was nothing

particularly out of the ordinary or exotic about seeking a synthesis of what
had been distinct culrures.

Snyder had been a pacifist in the 19los, but the success of Castrot revolution
in Cuba caused him to rethink his position. Revolutionary ideologies emerg-

ing from Cuba and other third world countries emphasizing moral incentives

in constructing the "new man" and "new woman" prompted Snyder to think
that much more was possible than individual enlightenment.l3 In his ry58
volume Tbe Bach Country, Snyder explained the fissures of contempo-

rary sociery through an extended metaphor that he adopted from the Maoist

theory of revolution succeeding through peasant uprisit gt engulfing cor-

rupted urban centers. On a global political level, the wisdom of backward

countries such as Vietnam and Cuba would ovelpower the materialism of the
\West and establish the basis for an equitable distribution of the world's

wealth. On an ecological level, the primal truths about natural process found

in the wilderness would scatter arbitrary social formations and help people

return to a stable position within the world's "food web." At the same time,

liberating the experiences locked in the "back country" of the mind, that is,

the unconscious, would disintegrate the hold of rigid social structures as per-

sonal experience replaced abstract law as the guide for the good and the true.
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Snyder made explicit aspects of New Left enthusiasm for the third world.
The poverry of peasant societies wedded ecology, political strife, and the un-
conscious so that the challenges to American hegemony prornised victory of
the unconscious as well and the collapse of the imperial person al:ty that had

developed around the pursuit of power.

Snyder returned home in the auturrn of r g5S ro pafticipate in antiwar ac-

tivities in the San Francisco Bay Area. He designed an anriwar posrer, joined
in Vietnam Day Committee protests at the army inducrion cenrer in Oak-
land, and organrzed Zen-meditation sit-ins at the Oakland harbor against

shipments of military materiel.'o He soon played a role as well in the devel-

oping counterculrure. Snyder, Michael McClure, Allen Ginsberg, Lenore
Kandel, and the Diggers organized the Human Be-in and Gathering of NI
the Tribes in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park onJanu ary 14, rg6l. To speed

the "awakening of consciousness" Snyder urged those prepared ro rebel
against the dominant values of United States sociery to mke LSD. As the J.f-
ferson Aiqplane played, approximat ely zo,ooo people who aftended the self-

sryled festival took LSD or smoked marijuana.

In 1968 , after his marriage and the birth of his first child, Snyder relocated
his family permanendy to California. Th.y settled first in the B^y Area, but
his royalties and reading fees allowed him to buy properry in the San Juan
Ridge areaof Nevada CounV, in the Sierra foothills ninery miles northeast of
Sacramento. In ry7r he designed and built a home that borrowed from both

Japanese and native Pacific Coast architectural traditions. He named his set-

tlement Kitkitdrzzq the Indian name for a native shrub uprooted during
the mining period but beginning to rerurn to its original ecological niche.

Others came to live in his viciniry many with the idea of forming a model
communiry.

He refused to call the grouping a commune, but he did use the word
"tribe" to describe a group of people sharing work and living arrangemenrs.

Communes, he observed in r 974, were a phase of "sheer romanticism." "The
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survivors," he thoughq "were the ones who became practical, so to speak,

realizedtheir limits and reahzedthat they would have to do a lot of hard work
and reahzed that they would have to get along with their neighbors." Those

who came to learn poetry from Snyder found themselves given household

tasks to do so that Snyder would have more time for his writing. His critique
of their work might easily focus more on their ca{pe ntry or gardening skills

than on the poetry they drafted, for Snyder believed that the roots of a phi-
losophy of life come to the surface in one's approach to everyday tasks. In an

interviev/, Snyder argued that he himself had learned much of his poetry craft

from a master mechanic he knew:

Whenever I spend any time with him, I learn something from him.

About everybing. But I see it in terrns of my craft as a poet. I learn about

my craft as a poet. I learn about what it really takes to be a craftsman, what

it really means to be commimed, what it really means to work. Vhat it
means to be seious about your crak and no bullshit. Not backing off any

of the challenges that are offered to you."

He hoped his communiry could "hit a balance berween American individu-
alism and the need for cooperation."l6 He and his neighbors organrzed a

school district to educate their children. Th.y improved the roads and built
a Zen center on Snyder's properqr, where Snyder led meditation and train-
ing until they had enough money to employ a roshi to tend the growing

congregation.

His roles as a father figure to the hippies, antiw ar activist, ecological prop-
agandist, and a model for the back-to-the-land movement helped make him
one of the most popular poets of his generation. His life also encapsulated

whatJoseph Campbell called the "monomyth," a story Campbell found in all

societies and believed was fundamental to most religions: a youth leaves his

home, is initiated into the wisdom of the world during his travels, and then

rerurns to his communiry to become a leader, imbued with knowledge he
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could never have acquired had he stayed within the paramerers of every d^y
life in his soci.ry.17 Since Snyder's books largely followed his life experience,

they presented a model history of a young man who explored and experi-
mented but ultimately returned and tried to make his experiences meaningful
to contemporary American sociery. Restlessness, adventure, wisdom, and an

ever-deepening sense of belonging formed the primary motifs of his books,
which achieved remarkable popular and critical success. His 1974 volume
Turtle Island sold 7o,ooo copies in the first year of its publication before it
won Snyder the Puhrtzer Prtze for poerry.,t His work could satisfy a large
number of readers approaching him with different levels of sophistication.

His central message stressed the importance of personal connections and

everyd ay acts such as hiking, work, sexualiry, and prayer. His income was

modest, less than he might have made in another profession, but he gained a

large enough readership to supporr himself and his family entirely through his

poetry.1e

"Zazenlfucking/working [an, craft, job]/ revolution, " Snyder wrote Kenneth
Rexroth in ry65 were the four sreps of the bodhis atwa parh: "each srep is a
fantastic amplifier of the power being passed along, in the proper order"
(Snyder's brackets in quotation).2o It was a telling description that could op-
erate as a model of the progress of his generation, parricularly if we accepr

zazen as a counter standing for a more general mystic apprehension of the
cosmos that dwarfs mere historical realiry.2l An erotic relationship to univer-
sal process was confirmed through sexual relations with other human beings.

The third step on the path to liberarion, "working," or developing a new
practical sense of responsibiliry, made a new sexuali zedrelationship to life the
basis for atransformed sociery. Vork was the cate gory most likely to be miss-

ing from the counterculrure in practice and one that Snyder insisted needed

constant stressing in the United States. Despite the presence of a puritanical
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strain to American culrure: /oung Americans did not have to be told to honor

freedom and break conventions. Rebelliousness and a love of change for

change's sake were so ingrained in the general culture that Snyder felt it was

vital that young Americans hear that freedom and unconventionaliry were

pointless without discipline and commitments.22

To be what Snyder called a "dharma revolutionary" meant first and fore-

most being able to support oneself and one's family through one's own work.

The parallels of his philosophy and his communiqy at Kitkitdrzze to the Eu-

ropean settlement of the Americas were clear, so clear that Snyder had to

confront and deny them: "The rerurn to marginal farmland on the pan of

longhairs is not some nostalgic replay of the nineteenth cenrury. Here is a

generation of white people finally ready to learn from the Elders [rll in-

digenous peoples of whatever race, hunting and gathering cultures, Native

Americans]. How to live on the continent as though our children, and on

down, for many ages, will still be here (not on the moon). Loving and Pro-
tecting this soil, these trees, these wolves" (*y bracke$)." A desire to erase

the founding crimes of American sociery led to a form of rirual reenactment.

This time sefflement would be done right, in cooperation rather than conflict.

Snyder thought that the correction to conquest lay in seeing that self-

sufficiency was a false goal. The health of the entire community depended

upon each person contributing his or her labor or, as Snyder phrased in it in
his 196r essay "Buddhism and the Coming Revolution," "working on one's

own responsibiliry, but willing to work with a group ."24 The revolutionary

desire to eradicate the perceived bases of hierarchy, privilege, and violence re-

rurned to a reformulation of relatively traditional values. One should enjoy

the simple pleasures of work, as Snyder did when he echoed a traditiolal male

viewpoint of having practical know-how and taking pride in his skill at the

domestic tasks associated with householding: "I like to polish mahogany! I
like to shalpen my chain saw. I like to keep ,11 *y knives shaqp. I like to

change oil in the truck.""
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Nestled within the rebellious and cosmopolitan embrace of Buddhism and

Native American culture were the male craftvalues of the skilled arrisan and
the small, self-reliant proprietor. These craftideas were common ro many of
the creative men of his generarion. Assemblagist JoLrn Bernhardt expressed a

similar sense of masculine pride at self-sufficiency when he described the cre-

ative act by stating, "I solder, I weld, I braize, I glue, I nail them together, I
screw them together, I bolt them together-all the standard techniques of the
handym an." He wanted to emphasize, and his poinr was seconded by Ed-
ward Kienholz, who had panicipated in this discussion for radio, that there

was no fundamenml difference berween"art" and the activities of nonartists.
It was all "wo rk."2t On anorher occasion, Kienholz confessed that he did nor
want to be boxed into being an artisr: "You k o*, like I make art,I bry and
sell some real estate, I shoot some pool, and you krro*, like that."z7

"His poetry is based on his own conception of the msre of a reasonable
man," Rcbert Duncan said of Gary Snyder.28 Snyder agreed: "I guess I must
be a reasonable man because people keep telling me that. Vhat I think I
would be doing is trying to win the credibiliry of the reasonable man and then
take him deeper. And I have to do that because I live in a very common-sense
world. I always lived in a world where you had to be preffy straight because

nobody would tolerate too much bullshit."ze He avoided the rhetorical excess

or the grand eschatological vision of Allen Ginsberg, and in another interview
Snyder dismissed the literarure of alienation as an anomaly: "Ir belongs only
to the last rwo cenruries and does nor reflect the overall funcrion or use of
literature in culrure, which is to go with the culrure, nor against the culrure,
which is to serve larger pulposes of human saniry rather than to demonsrrare

craziness. . . . poets and writers who have to be alienated are like soldiers you
sacrifice in the battlefield. Itt a pity that they have to go that way.I have had
too many friends commit suicide or die of alcoholism or die of drug over-
doses because they thought that was parr of being a writer. And thatt nor
interesting to me. I don't think the writer's pulpose is to kill himself."ro

The central metaphor for Snyder was learning to be "at home" in all onet
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relations. This began with the family, and all work was focused around one's

responsibilities to the ties one had made. His emphasis on the "real work"
placed tasks above ambition, yet his overlays of Native American and Bud-
dhist philosophy placed domesticiry in a significant design of recognizing

onet home as an outgrov/th of the material and spiritual processes of the uni-
verse. This replicated the Judeo-Christian tradition, but the exotic form gave

a sense of novelry to what was in truth a continuiry. Snydert utopia preserved

and gave even more primacy to the immediarc social connections that mat-
tered most to daily emotional life. "The niches that I occupy," he said of his

work, "or that I hope to occupy, are the warrn humane marnmal family
niche, the archerypal and mythic niche, and the transparent intuitive direct

perception niche."31

Debunkirg the myths surrounding the development of the United States

poliry without providing an alternative vision of social order and justice

would lead only to cynicism and distrust of the public sphere. Snyder was one

of many who tried to provide new foundation myths. Against a social order
perceived as dangerous and dying, he posrulated an alternative order that
could provide stnrcture, and it consisted of concepts with which Americans

were familiar if only on an ideal level: the abiliry to support oneself through
onet labor, domesticiry tolerance for individual differences, the use of intel-
ligence to create abundance, belief in a higher meaning underlyi"s the imme-
diate. The fantastic elements gave an aura of excitement to Snyder's ideas, but
they also could seem feasible because they rested on stereorypes that men in
particular knew and respected.

His r97o book Regarding Waae brought together the poems in which he

worked out his developing ideas that family was the foundation for social

revolution. In the earlier Mybs and Texts, completed in r9j6, the central

figure had been Coyote, the Native American trickster figure who showed

through his jokes the tentative, illusory character of all human institutions.
\fith a penis as large as his body, Coyote was an alterego for a roodess young
man. The coyote figure acts to reveal the well of potendaliry underlyi"g ,ll
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being by disrupting social expectations; he sets the fires that allow new

growth and seduces women in order to have his pleasure while ovefthrowing

the complacent authoriry of older men. As a fantasy figure, Coyote sprang

from desires for change without responsibiliry for the consequences. In
Regarding Waae the central figure was the wife through whom the pro crea-

tive, potential-revealing energies of the universe were manifested in human

form. Unlike Coyote, the wife shows the permanent, "natural" ground from
which the ever-changing forms of human sociery grow. "Vave," the opening

poem in the collection, parsed the erymological connections of the word
" vvife" and the cognates of the Anglo-Sa:<on root:

Vave wife.

woman-wyfman-
"veiled; vibrating; vague"

The feminine in its form as mate to the masculine connects Snyder as a man

to the plenitude of narural process:

Ah, trembling spreading radiating *yf
racing zebra

catch me and fling me wide

To the dancing grain of things

of my mindlr'

*\Wife" in this context does not mean a woman as a personaliry an individual
with projects to achieve and problems to solve. Such a potentialiry is not pre-

cluded; it is simply irrelevant to the poet's unfolding scheme. Voman is the
<( 'r " the human through whom the wave unfolds, that is, the mother,wue-man,

woman as instrumentality, not of their men, but of cosmic process because

their babies reveal the "G reat majesry of Dharrna nrrning I Great dance of
Yajrapornrer."33
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In a later poem, pride in craft and pride in one's son as the vehicle of a

legacy merge. Speaking of EzraPound as the mentor Snyder had followed in
the craft of poetry and of his rcacher at the Department of Oriental Lan-
guages at Berkeley, Chen Shih-hsiang, Snyder observed after reading the Chi-
nese proverb, *When making an axe handle the pattern is not far off":

And I see; Pound was an axe,

Chen was an il(e, I am an ar(e

And my son a handle, soon

To be shaping again, model

And tool, crakof culrure,

How we go on.34

Connection and achievement could link in the form of a legacy that gave

meaning to individual action by positing a value for heirs. The underlying
srcreorype of male craft values in Snyder's work established a ground on
which his contemporaries could approach his poerry because the poems ide-

ahzed and dignified activities of ordinary male life. Snyder's scope of experi-

ence was both unusual and limircd, but he transcended the aspecrs of his bi-
ography that theoretically limited his appeal by creating a dram atized self

with a perspective both relevant and attractive ro a much broader spectrum of
masculine America. Snyder's renovation of the pioneer image separated his

readers from psychic responsibiliry for the original crimes moving through
American history. Roben Boyers unfairly dismissed Snyder in the Partisan

Repiew as the Marlborough Man of beat poetry but the self-representation

as a practical, independent-thinking, self-sufficient man with lots of know-
how was attractive because it was familiar, an ideal for successful male iden-
tiry. Snyder's stance included confronting the emotionally complex problems

of love and work with a simple, though not simplistic can-do anirude that

pruned away anxiery. Life itself was a project which would prosper when ap-
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proached with the same craft values a person should adopt when beginnirg ,
catpentry or auto repair job."

His solution to the acknowledged inequities and physical violence of male-

centered families was to advo catea "return" to matrilineal families. His poetic

images suggest that the vocal matrifocal framework he espoused was not in
opposition to patriarchal authoriry for the man remained the source of
specialized knowledg. and technique. \Women lircrally provided the matrix

around which social units cohered, while men expanded sociery's boundaries

of perception. Snyder discussed marriage as a balanced relationship of co-

equal partners. He doubted that biological difference required social differ-

entiation betureen men and women, but his images that drew upon the stereo-

rFpes of male and female principles kept pointing in that direction.36 In search

of universal meaning, his poems empry his figures, including his ornrn per-

sona, of quirky character, of whatever might make them individual or his-

torical. The poems convey limle of Masa Uehara's biting humor or her well-
known delight in puncturing Snyder's tendency to ped aurtry. Categories of
identiry reduced all to traditional visions of male and female difference: men

as householders basing their wofth on skill, but prone to apply their craft to
violence; women as housekeepers nurruring those who enclose them, but li-
able to "devour" their loved ones.

The structure of abstract polariry grew from Snyder's reflections on his

ourn experiences, which have validiry, even if dubious univers ahry, as expres-

sions of male aspirations. His system became more problematic when it dis-

solved female experience into abstraction because he, at least, faced an ac-

knowledged imaginative gap about the actual choices available to and the

demands placed upon women. Discussing psychological factors he thought
important in becoming a poet, Snyder confessed, "I don't know what applies

in the psychology of female poets." He thought that poetry generally grew

out of "an intense and deep connection betu,reen mother and son, and that the

son relationship to the complext [slc] tooth-mother ecstatic-mother rype is

apt to produce environmenally, psychologically, genetically, by whatever
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means, the lines of magic that produces poetry." Aside from eliminating

women from what he theorized as the root source of poetic inspiration,

Snyder also abstracted the mother role:

To be a poet you have to be runed into some of the darkest and scariest

sides of your own narure. And for a male, the darkest and scariest is the

destructive side of the female . . . Most people only witness the light side

of the mother. Literally. They only see the bright side of the mother, in one

way or another. But some people see the dark side of the mother. If you

orrly see the dark side you probably go craz)r. The Poet holds the dark and

the light in mind, together. Which by extension, means birth and death in

its totali ry. .. . there's also death, there's also the unknown' theret also the

demonic. And that's the womb and the tomb, that's samsara, that's birth

and death, that's where the Buddhists go in. And that's where Poetry goes

in: That's where poetry gets its hands on something real. "

Vomen stand in his vision first as symbols: wives are the gate through which

dharma, "forming and firming," enters the human world; mothers provide

sustenance toward death, so that the gift of life is also the fattening of the

sacrifice.'8

An irony of his poetry is that Snyder presents "intimacy" but seldom Per-

sonalities, an apparent contradiction that is a recurrent srylistic feature con-

tributing to the "Buddhist" overtones of his poems. To describe women also

as individuals would explode the schematic, formalistic qualiry of a view that

finds support for asense of relationship with the cosmos in the most intimate

of human relations. At the same time abstraction resPected difference because

Snyder assumed he had no knowledge of the interior states of women. He did

not speak for them, but only of the role women and the feminine principle

played in bis interior life.

After 1957 Snydert poems became increasingly nondramatic. As he found

an identiry that included social influence and resPonsibilities, his concePtion

of the "realwork" ceased to depend upon the magic of the unique action. The
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universe itself with its never-ending perrnutations sufficed as the locus of
drama. One finds salvation by extinguishing the desire to be a hero and ac-

cepting the roles one receives from narure. If we view the heroic quesr as a

search for identicy and place, his new position confirrns that he had com-
pleted his task by establishing a family. That Snydert represenrations of his

family were abstract does not mean that they were not deeply experienced or
lacked a strong emotional substrate. The abstraction of the personalities may

indicate hour imponant his personal ties were that he needed to elevate them
to a level of universal law independent of the people involved.

Snyder presented his most extensive and radical political program in his

1969 volume of essays and selections from his journals, Eartb House Hold.
The title played on the root meanings of "economy." The eafth was humani-
ryt house, which needed better management if we were to hold on ro it. The
old science of economics needed to give way to the more extensive and expan-

sive srudy of ecology. Ecological vision merged with the politics of repression

as Snyder found the source of damage ro the environment in the primal crime
of European conquest following Columbus's invasion and the dispossession

of the land in the English-speaking seftlemenrs from their previous Native
American possessors. In Snyder's concept of "energy exchange," the con-
querer prid his debt to his victims by assuming their characteristics. America
had to become "Turtle Island," translation of a traditional Native American
terrn for the Nonh American land mass. The continent had ro rerLrrn to its
nerwork of bioregional culrural zones.se The karma of Americans of Euro-
pean ancestry was therefore to become non-European, which might simply
mean no longer taking pride in a legacy of conquesr and ruthless power exer-

cised over others.a' The "rea|work," that is, the work that for millennia had

structLrred the development of human being, was the provision of food and

shelter (life in the present), the building of murually supporrive ties berween

lovers and the raising of children (life toward the furure), and the search for
meaning through poetic invention (th. pasr as radition we hand down to the
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furure and which inspires us to do the daily chores necessary to continue sur-

viving), would replace power as the source of identiry.

Snyderi focus on the personal and private as an alternative to a corrupt

public order ignored the possibiliry that the private grew out of public life and

might itself be as corrupt. Such a consideration, however, contradicted the as-

sumption that the private was more intimately connected with cosmic process

and hence relatively independent of the accident of historical circumstance.

Forms of private life were culturally determined and variable, but at the core

private life revolved around the universal needs of eating, procreating, and

finding meaning. Snydert goal was the construction of a tradition that was

usable on a local level, but denied its strengthr to the national mythos.
He had no illusions that an economic and governmental structure based on

economics of scale and scope could be dismantled. He assumed that the prin-
ciple of large-scale, uniform planning was inherently crisis-prone. The furure

for fundamental reform relied therefore on apocalypse. "Industrial sociery in-
deed appear,s to be finished," Snyder announced with confidence rn Earth

Howse Hold;the coming age of computers promised that the future belonged

to "hunters and gatherers," of information, if not of nuts and berries.al In
Turtle Island, Snyder published his program for social revolutionaries, "Four

Changes."42 The contribudon, developed in ry69 as the basis for a political

program to unite the counterculrure, sketched the need to reduce population,

pollution, and consumption, while transforming personal and social ambi-

tions from material to spirirual objectives. Snydert program intentionally was

not "origin al" ; after long discussions with many friends, including Michael

McClure, Buddhist popularrzer and radio personal.ur-y Nan \flatts, ecological

activist Stewart Brand, and poet Diane De Priffia, Snyder summartzed the

objectives for an ecological wing of the counterculture, but the document also

stretched the ideal of domestic utopia to its ultimate. "Four Changes" imag-

ines the family as the foundation of all social activities and then proposes a

plan for global reo rgantzation. a3
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The piece is torn by 
^ 

conflict berween his desire ro see change imposed
upon a global sociery he believes is dying, and his fear that such changes

would augment the power of governmenrs over citizens. ("Gre at care should
be taken that no one is ever tricked or forced into sterilization. The whole
population issue is fraught with contradictions: but the fact stands that by
standards of planetary biological welfare there are already roo many human
beings. ")++ y1:- hoped that spirirual conversion could effect the changes he out-
lined, but he knew that srmcrural reforrn could not be achieved on a piece-
meal basis. The only way public power over individual behavior could be lim-
ited and a severe program imposed on sociery s/as in the aftermath of a

climactic global crisis, which he viewed as both inevitable and just, given the
crimes from which modern industrial sociery had grown. The dream of
apocalypse, a terrible but cleansing fire burnin g away the rubbish of soci eV,
provided an imagin ary focal point where the contradictions of social respon-
sibiliry and libenarian values could be resolved. (*'In the fires that destroy the
universe at the end of the kalpa, what survive5)'-'f[e iron rree blooms in
the void!"';ot Redemprion would come through crisis because personal loy-
alties would be more imporranr ro most people than instirutional loyalties. At
that point the ideas of the counrercukure, rooted as rhey were in protecring
and preserving personal ties, would appear as a logical way to develop a tech-
nological sociery in equilibrium with natural resources. The opponenrs of the
Vietnam Var would develop a life-sryl. devoted to problem-solving rather
than power, and the force of their experimenrs would impress their fellow
citizens as the benefits of their counrryt bloated power vanished. The rheto-
ric carefully balanced a need to make apocalypse not only inevitable (a stance

that was easy) but reasonable, desirable even because it would save and elevate

the fearures of everyday life that were mosr personal, shorn of all public
complexiry.

The lapse into apocalypdc thinking was an unconscious confession that
"Four Changes" was not a programmatic manifesto but a prayer for change.
It contained proposals for how ecologically minded people could live their
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daily lives in greater conformiry with their principles, but Snyder could not

present any strategy for achieving the larger change he believed necessary. He

called for a 90 percent reducdon in world population, returning to levels de-

mographers estimated for the total world population around I too, half a bil-

lion people. The ideal resulting would be "a totally integrarcd world culrure

with matrilineal descent, free-forrn marriage, natural-credit communist econ-

omy, less industry far less population and lots more national parks."o6

Unrealistic as his long-terrn ProPosals were to the immediate economic

and social construction of the United States, his Tunle Island approach none-

theless squarely confronted the possibiliry that a redefinition of priorities for

living standards might be required if global disparities bervreen rich and poor

were to be eliminated. He could not imagine the eafth as a whole living at

Japanese or \flestern European standards, much less Nonh American, where

waste had been enshrined as the symbol of mastery over every thing and ev-

ery process. a7 Theonly way to maintain qualiry was to reduce quant ty with-

out somehow sdfling individual creativiry. Snyder was not oPPosed to tech-

nology, but he stressed the importance for people to develop their percePtive

and creative skills. Intelligence rather than machin ery was the basis for any

practical standard of living, a theme he aptly illustrated in one of his haiku:

After weeks of watching the roof leak

I fixed it tonight

by moving a single boardo'

FIis ideas on credit addressed the need to suPPort creativiry. Propery was not

the source of wealth, h. though! only intelligence was. Therefore, borrowing

from F-zraPound, h. proPosed that any individual be able to receive imme-

diate credit from the government to initiate projects. By having the govern-

ment as the primary source of credit, sociery Prevented monoPoly from clog-

ging innovation. The result would be less industry because concentration

and economy of scale would no longer be as important. Individual initiative
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would find a vanety of ways and means to solve human problems in their

particulariry. A custom-trade economy would replace mass production, but

do it in a manner that would be just as cost-effective in total allocation of re-

sources. He argued that the system of large-scale production developed pri-
marily from what he called the "fossil fuel subsidy." As coal and petroleum

resources depleted and their costs rose, labor-intensive work would become

more cost-efficient than mass producdon.ae

Just as the stereotype of the competent craftsman stabilized personal in-
novations, the fantastic and the reasonable form a whole in Snydert outlook.

His famous practicaliry in no way restrained the free operation of the imagi-

nation in developing an alternative furure. Anything is possible, but ulti-
mately the discoveries of the heart have to make sense. The counterculrure

had to pose an alternative to the norrnative, including the humdrum details of
work. Otherwise it was simply a temp orary escape, a bespangled and glittery
rock-music costLrme that brightened but did not change the relationships that

constitLrted social realiry. This has been the dilemma of the aesthetic avant-

garde since its emergence at the beginning of the nineteenth century i arepoets

and artists mere entertainers, poseurs whose spectacles explore the limits of
bourgeois identiry or pioneers grappling through the imagination with the

contradictions of a rapidly developing soci.ry to propose alternatives that

might in fact prove meaningful to those with no professional ambitions as art-

ists or poem?so

Stereorypes, besides providing an anchor to the individual in a period of
personal experimentation, gave ballast to soci aI analysis and utopian propos-
als. The fantastic element spoke to dissatisfactions and a desire for change; the

familiar added an avra of reason and practic altty. Stepping outside existirg

boundaries of social realiry could appear feasible. Change need not require an

obliteration of the past. It could even mean a selection of those elements that

were most emotionally meaningful in contemporary hfe. The private realm

could overthrow the public order and constru ct anew, more intimately scaled

public life. Snyder's ideas may not have been practical, but poets have no re-
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sponsibiliry for administration. fheir job, to the degree that they have ar;ry

function outside of pleasure, might be to suggest possibilities-even if not
practic il, maybe especially if not practical. The "original" vision of the avant-

garde was utopian. As the Vietnam Var prompted poets like Snyder to ad-

dress the immediate concerns of social organization, the more absurd their
position within society became. Utopian vision cannot become practical

without losing its own character.

The ecstatic revisioning of public life rested on a relatively static image of
nuclear family, friendships, neighbors, and work, that is, of the neturork of
relations that most Americans shared. Snyder's family was the center around
which he claimed everything revolved that gave him roots. Yet it was a rela-

tively traditional nuclear family, rypical of its period. He had taken his chil-
dren to see the graves of both sets of great-grandparents in Kansas and Jrp*,
but his family lived without daily or even frequent contact with the living
grandparents in a home unconnected on either the Japanese or American side

with an extended sense of generations. The tribe was an imagining of already

existent personal connections as ultimate autho rrty and detaching them from
the larger social frameworks that linked together overlapping imaginary com-
munities through la"r, commerce, and so on. "\X(hat history fails to mention,"
Snyder observed in one short lyric, "is / Most everybody lived their lives /
\fith friends and children, played it coot, Z feft truth 6r beaury ro the guys /
Who tricked for bigshom, and were fools."s'

Even on the question of sexual liberation, Snyder's poetry included direct
images of sexual passion, but were not a celebration of dionysian energy.

Poems n Rtprap, Myths andTexts, and Tbe Back, Cowntry present youthful
sexual advenrures as stepping stones in the process of maruration. The tone is

often elegiac and self-accusatory regretful that finding a lifetime companion

remained an elusive goal: "Because I once beat you up / Drunk, stung with
weeks of torment / And saw you no more, / And you had calm talk for me

wday / I nou/ suppos e / I was less sane than lou, / You hung on dago

red, / me hooked on books."S'Other poems show an unsatisfied, even guilt-
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ridden male sexualiry deflected onto sordid rituals that turn women into ob-
jects of humiliation: "The shivering pair of girls / \Mho dyked each other for
a show / A thousand yen before us men / -In an icy room-to buy their
relatives / A meal."s3 The casual encounters and affairs chaned in the course

of his books are part of a growing-up process. He moves past the meaningless

aspects of casual sexu ahty to reflections on his failed marriages, lessons that

propel him to the successful consecration of a family. This aspect of his work
is one of the chief links berween Snyder and Kenneth Rexroth, who stated in
his r 944 preface rc The Phoenix and tbe Tortoise that the coming together of
male and female opened up cosmic multipliciry and established the possibiliry
of sacrifice. Sexualiry as a means of imposing a mant will on others becomes

through voluntary acceptance of responsibilities the k.y to imposing disci-

pline upon himself.to

One interview that Snyder gave in 1974 contained hints that the social

experiments at Kitkitdtzze also involved forms of open marriage, that in
practice experimental family strucrures might loosen into less proprietary
relationships:

Part of my personal world is erasing some parts of my ego increasingly into

the cooperation of the group, and the decision-making of the group. And
a third thing which I won't say too much about because it's too personal, is

the ongoing erasure of sexual roles and sexual jealousies that all of us in our
communiry are learning with each other, which is a difficult but very pro-
found learning for us. And I don't know where thatt going to lead. And
that involves my wife, and others who

These kinds of concerns have not appeared in his published work, at least not
in a form as direct as other accounts of his personal life. His poetry presented

readers with a model counterculruralyet traditional monogamous marriage,

denuded of individual conflict, the product of a process of maturation and

sign of successful individuation. The imponance he placed on his marriage for
his public image as poet was emphasized by the illustrations used for the cov-
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55. G^ry Snyder and family, cover photograph from Tbe Real Worh, r98o.

Left to right: Masa Uehara Snyder, G^ry Snyder, Gen Snyder, Kai Snyder,

Nanao Sakaki. Courtesy of New Directions. Photo: Aka Kitsune.

ers of the New Directions paperback editions of his books in the r97os,

which always show him with his wife or, on one volume, the couple with
their children (fig. t t). Life in a postapocalyptic world would not be so

strange or deprived. It would be, if anything, a dream come tme.

Snydert propositions assumed that the end of American civilization was

at hand and rhe ry5os were a prelude to amaior transformation. His opinions

were shared by many, although it is curious that aside from the extreme right,

few dared imagine the collapse of communism, in r g6g less than rwenry years
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away. Fantasies for apocalypse projected instead onto the presumed unavoid-

able death of the Vest. The tapping into cosmic force through one of its most

fundamental expressions, sexualiry, resulted in a sense of change starting from
within, a change powered by what Ellen \Willis, a critic for the Village Voice,

later termed "the dream of a beneficent sexual energy flowing freely."s6 Actual

sexual behavior contrasted so shaqply with official moraliry that a sense of a

new self emerging through ruprure with social conventions was so strong that

the energy radiating from within seemed likely to expand indefinitely in a

vortex that altered everything it touched. Since change emanated from the

self, its effec$ would first be seen close at hand. That which was most pow-
erful would be known by its erotic appeal, so that ecstatic feelings could
mark, as if objectively, the truth of phenomena experienced. The countercul-
ture's inabiliry to achieve the transcendent change it imagined, Villis believed,

came from an enthusiasm for change that blinded people to the risky side of
freedom. Th.y had not considered sufficiently the negative, destructive force

locked into sexualiry.t'

The limitation of the imagination as a guide to the future was its tie to the

here and nou/. Snyder was well enough aware of this contradiction that he

rejected spontaneous approaches to writing and pursued the more ascetic

ethics of zazen. Releasing fantasy, he argued, actu a[y acted as a block to per-

ceiving the variery of possibilities existing in the universe. By restricting the

scope of a socially constructed personality to define perception, new visions

of the world arose, not independent of the self, but not constructed from its
repressed elements either. Snyder was proud of the fact that his group at Kit-
l<tdtzze faced the contradictions of living in a realworld, where the necessiry

of surviving forced one to think hard about goals and needs. Many of the men

found they could make the most moneyby working as ca{penters in the con-

struction trades building new homes, shopping areas, and vacation cabins.

Th.y had become, like it or not, economically dependent upon the cycle of
real estate booms that had fueled so much of Californiat economy since the
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gold rush. The corrununiry became active in counry planning so that eco-

nomic diversification might provide stable but less environmentally exploit-

ative work for counry residents. They also lobbied for changes in the counry's

building codes, monitored the uses of public land, and fought proposals to

reopen the counfy's gold mines.58

Nonetheless, the ment positions and self-images as heads of household

placed them in conflict with the ideals that had led them to abandon urban

sociery and move to a rural counry. One interview, first published in a local

newspaper, caprured the complexities of Snydert relationship to those who
admired his example and tried to imitate it. A neighbor, Colin Kowal, a car-

penter and poet, wondered if it would ever be possible to escape a growth-
based economy. Snyder could afford to meditate upon other possibilities,

Kowal argued, because Snyder could survive financially from his writing. He
could afford his ideas, but "living off arts and crafts is not for the many." Most
had to live off technology and development. Th.y had to transform the Sier-

ras into something different if they and their families were to survive, and

indeed even by coming to the mountains, however idealistic their original im-
pulse to reunite with raw nature, they had already contributed to transfor-

mation and urbantzation. Th.y wanted the county's development to be of a
positive, thoughtful nature, but they needed development of some kind if
they were to feed their children.5e

Snyder's locally focused, craft-based philosophy could not really provide

an answer to the contradictions Kowal had discovered in trying to bridge in-
novation and continuity i" his own life. "First of all," Snyder told Kowal,
"yo, must realize that these are abnormal times," referring to all social devel-

opments that had occurred in the preceding ro,ooo years, but with panicular
reference to the industrial revolution and its aftermath. Kowal needed to
maintain faith in apocalypse to correct imbalances. Until then, action meant

trying "in your personal lifesryle to do what is right." Vork for developers

was unfornrnate, but if necessary it could be balanced by working on com-
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muniry proiects. For every resort built, the work crew could erect a com-

muniry hbrary or medical clinic and contribute the structures to nonprofit
organizations to run. He admitted that his practical side told him that ideolo-

gies were second ary b economics, but sdll he hoped that attirude could create

new political and economic facts. Each American had to make a choice be-

rween being an invader or a native: "Some people act as though they were

going to make a fast buck and move on. That's an invader mentaliry. Some

people are beginning to try to understand where they arq and what it would
mean to live carefully and wisely, delicately in a place, in such a way that you
can live there adequately and comfortably. Also, your children and grand-

children and generations a thousand years in the furure will still be able to live

there. Thatt thinking as though you were a native."60

Abstraction of immediate experience and its projection onto a universal

plane proceeded by repressing the contextual and stnrctural conditions that
shaped both the objecdve and subjective aspects of everyday, immediate ex-

perience. The operation was not necessarily retrograde because it focused on

the potential meanings of direct experience and opened up questions about

the necessity of current practices. Even its ideal, imagin ary character allowed

poets like Snyder to propose a way of seeing alternatives to existing structures

of daily life by honing in on the satisfactions that one did have as the founda-
tion upon which to build a new life.

The problem that hindered, if not prevented, the utopian from breaking

through to the practical, was blindness to the complex conditions by which

fantasy operated and revealed potentialities for new ways of living. The flaw

with the utopias proposed under the rubric of the countercultur e lay in their

projecting what was genuinely nearest and dearest as the basis for salvation

without considering, indeed refusing to consider, how the positive, enlight-
ening aspects of their lives might be the products of what they hated most.

Their haven could not exist outside the catastrophe of oppression. The yery

theory that allowed the avant-garde to crtttcize the dominant stmctures of
American soci ety applied to their hopes as well, but, with few exceptions,
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they did not apply their critique to their or rn lives, so they did not see, except

inruitively, how radical utopia was dependent upon and derivative from the

sociery they hoped to overthrow. The "dictatorship of the unconscious"

blocked itself by remaining unconscious of its o\il/n roots, or of the necessity

of an executive power that could enforce utopian dictates, thus undoing the

familial autonomy that a domestic utopia strove to render eternal.
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29, Interview with Ekben Faas, tnTowards a New American Poetics, r4r,
30. Inger Thorup Lauridsen and Per Dalgard, The Beat Generation and tbe Rus-

sinn I'{ew 'Waae (A* Arbor: Ardis, r99o), 74.
31. Interview with Ekben Faas, in Towards a l{ezu Ameican Poetics, r J r.
32. G^ry Snyder, "Vave," tn RegardingWave,3.
33. Snyder, "Kyoto Born in Spring Song," rn RegardtngWaae, r8. Vajra literally

means diamond or adamantine. In Buddhist terminolory, vajra is a symbol of the
highest spirirual pov/er that reflects all other powers in its light and thar can cur every
other material but cannot itself be cut by anything (Kapleau, Tbe Tbree Pillars of Zen,

34il.
34. G^ry Snyder, "Axe Handles," in Axe Handles (San Francisco: North Point

Press, r98l), 5. Although Snydert themes are closely connected to Rexroth's, Sry-
dert choice of Pound as a poetic mentor broke with the anti-Pound orthodoxy of the
Rexroth circle.

35. Robert Boyers, "A Mixed Bag,' Partisan Reaiew 35 Q95): 3r3. See also
Charles Altieri, Enkrgrng the Temple: I'{ew Direaions in American Poetry Dwring tbe
r95os (Lewisburg: Bucknell Universiry Press, r97il for an argument that Snydert ex-
perience is too limited to support "his claims to totaliry" (p. r to). Any one individ-
ual's, or for that matter socieryt, experience is too limited to be an adequate base for a
"total" description of realiry. In this respect, the siruation of poets is no different from
that of any other professional group. The problem is not whether authors' lives are

too naffow, but how the rhetorical and narrative models they use resonate with the life
experiences and dreams of their potendal audiences and provide meaningful symbolic
resources for efforts to undersmnd the world. Given that poetry audiences are consid-
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erably smaller than those for many other art forms, Snydert book sales make him one
of the more popular American poets of the ry6os and ry7os despite all the features,

both biographical and srylisdc, that ought to have limited his appeal.

36. For women poets who, like Snyder and Duncan, accepted the imponance and

validiry of symbols developed across the centuries as away of expressing fundamental
truths of contemporary experience without succumbing to the dictates of contempo-
rry ideology, the relation of experience to natural "process" was complex. Denise
Levertov in her poem "The Son," about the maturing of her rcenage boy, began the
poem with a reference to Eros: "He-who-came-forth was / it rurned out f a vylar.-"
(Levertov, "The Son," rn Poemq r95o-r957, r58-r 5).1\e child as well as the mother
is a symbol of strife and change, an observation provoked by his silent, moody mov-
ing through the house. What prompted her to write the poem, she later explained, was
"the capacity for suffering that I had become aware of in hi*, the suffering for instance

of the painful silences of adolescent shyness in a rather conscious and not merely frus-
trated way." She noted that these emotions of his were beginning to find positive trans-
formation in the fabrication of visual an. She was aware of a general process moving
through her only child, a replication of the forces that rurned strife into creativiry, yet
he remained her son Nik. The universal repeated itself in the local, which nonetheless

did not lose its individual character no matter how much behavior manifested the
power of mph as an expression of irrepressible but unpredictable panerns. Levertov
discussed the process of composing this work in "Work and Inspiration: Inviting the
Muse," n The Poet in tbe World (f{.* York: New Directions, r9n), zt-42; quota-
tion on 39.

37 . Snyder, Tbe Real Work,8o-8 r. Snyder has been reticent in discussing the de-
tails of his family background or his childhood. He lived on a farm as a small child,
but when he was ten, his parents separated. He and his sister lived with his mother,
who moved to Portland to work in the circulation department of the Oregonan, She

later achieved her goal of becoming a reporter. As a single working mother, she had
to struggle to provide her family with a modest standard of living. She was, however,
ambitious for her children and pushed both to plan for professional careers. Snyder
has suggested that he and his mother often quarreled, but after he left home to attend
Reed, he became financirlly independent and had linle contact with her. See J. Michael
Mahar, "scenes from the Sidelines," rn Gary Snyder: Dimensions of a Ltfe, 8-r r. The
hint he gave in his interview with Ekbert Faas that his mother was somehow similar to
Allen Ginsberg's mother, who had spent the last r'nre nty years of her life in and out of
mental hospitals because of schizophrenic behavior, was misleading. The hint how-
ever revealed the emotional pain of his relationships with his absent father, a farmer
and craftsman that Snyder sought to emulate, and his mother, who in the context of
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other statements Snyder has made, appears to be rhe prime model for the stereorype
of the psychologically devouring female.

38. The observation that without death there would be no binh was mythically
expressed through the symbol of the womb representing the tomb. This mythic image
was then projected on women as social beings. Because they give binh they are also
the bearers of death, the devourers, so that the rage that women expressed at the con-
ditions of their existence could be ransformed into another instance of women con-
suming those with whom they live. Myth abstracts and personalizes atthe same rime,
so it appears to conforrn to and explain the facts but is independent and reducdve of
the specific manifestations.

39. In ry72 Snyder dramatized his view that the United States needed to be dis-
membered into bioculrural units by insisting that no copies of his collection Manza-
nita (Bolinas: Four Seasons Foundadon, 1972) could be sold easr of the Rockies. He
explained, "Itt a different country over there; it's not the same place. . . . It's on the
other side of the mrdet backbone" (referring ro Norch America as Tunle Island;
quoted in Katherine McNeil, Gary Snyder: A BibliograpDy [N.w York: Phoenix
Bookshop, r98 ll, 5g).

40. Laguna Pueblo novelist Leslie Marmon Silko criticized Snyder for being an
"Orientalist" who appropriated other peoples' culrures to enhance the power of his
own, without ever addressing the question of restiturion ("An Old-Time Indian At-
tack Conducted in Two Parts," Shantih 4 [Summer-Fall ryZg]: +).

41. Snyder, "Passage to More than India," n Eartb House Hold, r r r.
42. Snyder, "Four Changes," in Twrtle Isknd, go-roz.
43. Snyder published a mimeographed version of "Four Changes," which he

distriburcd widely in 1969. Four other editions appeared in ry69 and r97o, as the
Berkeley-based environmental newsletter Eartb Read Owt, Robert Shapiro from Chi-
cago, Noel Young of the Unicorn Book Shop, and the \(hole Earch Truck Store in
Santa Barbara each independently reprinted Snyder's mimeographed text. They dis-
tributed approximarcIy joo,ooo free copies, and in g74, the Ecology Center Book-
store in Berkeley republished the essay as the second number in its pamphlet series on
environmental subjects, while Snyder included the manifesto as the conclusion to
Twrtle Island. For a publishing history see Snydert introductory nore ro "Four
Changes" in Twrtle Isknd, 9t, andMcNeil, Gary Snyder: A Bibliograpby, 47-to.

44. Snyder, "Four Changes," in Turtle Isknd,9z.
45. Ibid. , roz.
46. Snyder, "Buddhism and the Coming Revolution," tn Eartlt House Hold, 92.
47. Compare Herbeft Marcuse: "[Contemporary sociery] delivers the goods big-

ger and perhaps even better than ever before and it exacrs, for the delivery of these
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goods, the constant sacrifice of human lives: death, mutiladon, enslavement ("Art in
the One-Dimensional Sociery," Arts Magazine 4r [Mry ry51): z6).

48. From "Hitch Haiku," in Snyder, The Back Cowntry, 25.

49. Snyder, Tbe RealWork, r32.
50. For treatments of the dilemmas of the aesthetic avant-garde in Europe see: Pe-

ter Btirger, Theory of tbe Avant-Garde (lvlnneapolis: Universiry of Minnesota Press,

ryl+); Matei Calinescu, Fhte Faces of Modernity: Modernism, ,4aant-Garde, Deca-
dence, Kitsch, Postmodernism (Durham: Duke University Press, ry8); T. J. Clark,
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Universiry Press, r9n); T. J. Clark, The Painting of Modern Lrfe: Pais in the Art of
Manet and His Followers (Princeton: Princeton Universiry Press, 1984); Renato Pog-

Soli, The Tbeory of tbe , vant-Garde (Carnbridge: Harvard Universiry Press, ry68);
Jerrold Seigel's Bobemian Paris: Cwlture, Politics, and tbe Boundaries of Bourgeois
Life, rSjo-rgjo (New York: Viking Penguin, ry86).

51. Snyder, "Vhat history fails to mention is," in Lrft Owt in tbe Rain: I',ler.u

Poems rg47-rg8y (San Francisco: North Point Press, ry86), t6t.
52. Snyder, "For a Far-Out Friend," in Rtprap, t3.
53. Snyder, "This Tokyo," tnTlte Back Cowntry, So.

54. Curiously, Snyder did not publish poems explicitly about the failure of his

marriage to Joanne Kyger until ry86.
55. Snyder, "Moving the World a Millionth of an Inch," zr-zz.
56. Ellen Villis, "Coming Down Ag"i": After the Age of Excess," Salrnagundi

8r fWinter ry89): n9.
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\4
Eros'Double Foce

Robert Duncon on the Limits of Utopio

Seven years after the Human Be-In and Gathering of NI Tribes in 1974, Sry-

der expressed regret that he had urged the taking of drugs on as wide a scale

as he had. He still believed from his own personal experience that psychedelic

drugs could have positive effects on both individuals and social interaction,

but the responsibiliry of being a public figure required him to advo cate re-

straint and "to project an image of a little bit more saniry." The sudden revo-

lution in consciousness he had hoped for, but nor really expecred, had nor

taken place. The governmenr had lost its war, but remained, even with the

then-recent resignation of Nixon, for all pracrical pu{poses invincible, if
distrusted. Those who had rebelled had paid a price for assening individual

vision against public authoriry. Neither the governmenr nor the alternative

"communiry" had been prepared to deal with the fear and hatred inside so

many people, and Snyder had to admit that he had nor considered adequately

the high numbers of disoriented and porenrially violent people who had

gravitated toward the counterculture.

"I've had people turn up at my door who are half insane, who told me that

I had set them on their path," he conrinued. "I've had to deal with them, and

it's not easy, because we're talking about real people, real siruations. . . . [I] sat

down with them and talked and [they] scared shit our of me and my wife one

time, and my kids. And you k ro*, like, nor knowing where these people are

at, and trying to find out where they're at. You've got to reali ze thattheret an
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underside to this, that at its bottom is Charlie Manson. But we have to live

with that underside too, and in California we see that underside, and itt
dangerous."l

Robert Duncan (fig. y6) was also concerned with the dark side of the

counterculrure that arose as people he knew attemPted to become a social

force. In r g66,just as the often arcane speculations of poets were mobilizing

a mass movement, Duncan worried that a system of ideas focused solely on

liberating humans from oppressive social dictates would not be well prepared

to provide an effective philosophy of government, much less a practical struc-

ture of administration. He looked at fellow poets trying to convert their ex-

perience of communiry into projects tor social rectification and saw at best

naivete. At worst, poets who had begun their careers as crusaders for personal

truth had allowed their utopian hopes to obscure their perception of their

own complexities. Gently chiding Snydert fascination with resurrecting the

"old ways," Duncan thought that the "myth of the return" was not innocent,

because our imagination of the past was always imbued with passions and hi-

erarchies of the present. The golden age was simply a prcture of the best as-

pects of the present apparently stripped of its ugly features, which nonethe-

less reappeared in a thirst to eradicate contradiction.2

Duncan was one of the most influential and respected American poets of

his generation, but he was known only to a select group who took pride in

the time needed to work through his texts. His poems seldom told a story

that revealed itself in a single reading. He demanded that his readers struggle

as he did and reconstruct the poeti contradictory often misleading resPonses

to images and ideas he had experienced in the course of assembling his work.

Duncan knew what he wanted to say when he finished writing, but what

made a poem "poetic" for Duncan was that the text was a record of the dis-

covery of meaning that can come only from the process of writing. The PaY-

off for the reader was not the message, or the use of language, or well-crafted

images, but a reenactment while reading of the experience that transformed

Duncant initial chaotic emotions about some event or person into a form that
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could convey a message. In the emergence of meaning from the confusion of

raw experience Duncan created himself as subject, knowing who he was and

where he stood through the act of naffation. This was not a simple task be-

cause narration involved many snares, first and foremost the lure of desires to

escape the complexiry of realiry through the creation of personal utopias. To

write his poeffis, Duncan had to learn to listen to the conflicting voices within

him, but then say no to the words he often liked best.

The self-image to which Duncan rerLrrned throughout his life was that of

a contrarian, always searching for the hidden meanings locked in all phe-

nomena in ways that made everybody else uncomfonable:

The reason I really was only a poet (it was clear even in high school that I

wouldn't have a second profession, and that I would be just a poet, which

was very distressing to my family) was that I was incapable, absolutely in-

capable, of living in the double standard. I would just blabber too much;

I'm not talking about some great moral courage or something. I was liter-

ally incapable. . . . without thinking about it, I understood that no one

cares who or what is washing dishes-but by the time you're a busboy

they care, and they're patting your bottom or whatever-and nobody

cares who's ryping his manuscript. . . . But if you try to get an of6ce job I I

would take a Civil Service examination and would be A-r or whatever is

the top bracket; but when you'd go to get the job that's at the other end of

that, they simply read you out, in no time at all. You never got the job and,

more than that, they'd ask you to tell them why. . . . So no wonder I didn't,

luckily, remotely believe that I might grow up and be a teacher, maybe, as

well as a poet.3

Far from being practical, he was "lurid," excitable to the point of helplessness.

If somebody said Ies, he had to say no. His homosexualiry and his parents'

participation in theosophy had established his difference from the middle-

class American culrure to which he otherwise fully belonged. But his differ-

ences went further and deeper. He enjoyed contradicting people, h. enjoyed
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exposing the limitations of all views, his own and those of the people with

whom he came into contact. He knew it made him insufferable, but anY dis-

tinction he received in his social activities seemed to derive from his penchant

for con tranety: "I was on the freshman staff of the college lrterary magaz:ne

and had already discovered that when I thought something was good there

would be a whole staff full of 'nos' and I would be the only 'yes'; when I

thought something was lousy, there would be a whole staff full of 'yeses' and

I'd be the only 'no.' Acrually, this made me feel like I had an identity for the

first time."a

Turning contr anet\l into a positive fearure, Duncan found a consolation

for the anguish he had experienced growing uP feeling that he was somehow

a defective member of his socirry. "tWhat I remember is some utter misery in

me that showed ,p in whatever I did there [as a srudent in high-school shop

class], so that all could see I was not somehow a man, showed up in my crying

and being afratdof what a man must do." In an interview, Duncan proposed,

"I play heretic so that ideas are moving, and I'm entertaining their ideas, and

I know they're enterraining mine." It was no fun to play heretic to fanatics,

and Duncan thought the transformation from the Igtos to the ry6os from

private to public concerns had involved a suspension of openness. "There was

no play left." Being in opposition on principle made him acutely sensitive to

the effects of retreating into one's own imaginary communiry. Difference had

given him his particular voice as a Poet, but its "play" came from contesting

other conceptions of poetry.t

The Vietnam Var refocused Duncant long-standing concern over the re-

lationship of poetry and politics. Unlike Snyder, Duncan felt no Pressure to

propose programs for social reforrn. He was not Person ally capable of such a

task, but he also believed that Programmatic thinking was antithetical to the

unique contributions that Poets could make toward the resolution of social

conflicts. In an interview given as the war was ending, Duncan stated that he

believed that "poetics, Iike politics, is an art of the intensification of what we

take to be the principle of individualiry in the realization of its identiry and
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uniry (or fulfillment) as an essendal part of a society. It is not in whatever so-

cial attirudes we protest that the politics of our poetry is to be read, but in the

acrual sociery of events that that given poetry presents and in the character of

the life of the members of that sociery." Learning how to gauge the ways po-

etic practice related to social debates had long concerned him. In r 9j8, h. had

written that political work involved poetic thinking because laws were accu-

mulated metaphors. A communiry was a "body of people living in the sarne

place under the same laws"; a communiry could be defined by its laws, that

is, by the collecdve meanings assigned to shared experiences.5

Duncan did not believe that all members of a communiry shared equally

in constructing those meanings, but the broader the basis of experience en-

compassed, the more stability and cohesion a soci.ty had. For poets to argue

a specific point, to treat readers as if they were piggy-banks into whom

knowledg. and preset opinions were to be deposited was to miss the unique

ways poetic activrty functioned in the social meaning-making process. If
poets became aware of the multipliciry of experience moving within them and

recaprured those levels within a work that others could share, all would be-

come more conscious of the contradictory forces they contain ed.' Their re-

lationship to their experiences would change as they faced those elements

they had not known existed. "The poet of the event," he argued in the intro-

duction to Bending the Bow, "senses the play of its moralities belongs to the

configuration he cannot see but feels in terms of fittings that fix and fittings

that release the design out of itself as he works to bring the necessary image

to sight."t

The poem was an experience in its own terrns, not simply a statement. Be-

cause it was an experience, it was personal and private, but because poetry

was a collective form of assessing experience, it was also public. The social

value of poetry was eviscerated when the balance of public and private foun-

dered. If imagination could enrich politics, might not politics equally be likely

to deplete imagination through a transfer of energy into a black hole of un-

acknowledged, repressed desire? So a dangerous balance existed: if poets
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threw themselves into the affairs of the immediate, imagination might disap-

pear from sociery entirely.

A poem could not be "opposed" to a war, or any other social fact, though

the poet as a ctrzen could and should. The poem proposed another level of

experience, so that historical realities, such as war, might nor devour people

and become the limit of their perspective. Multipliciry of view provided dis-

tance rather than engagement, but distance was needed to function effectively

as a responsible householder (to use one of Duncan's favorite political terms).

By widening the scope of experience) poerry could change political relations,

but not without poetry first havrng changed as it moved from the confronta-

tion of the psyche with the cosmos. The ideas that Lundeberg, Rexroth, and

the California School of Fine Arts painters srruggled with in order to find aes-

thetic forms that best linked inner and ourer realities had reached a logical cul-

mination. Poetic process was an end ro itself, a form of religion without

dogma or doxology. For the believ€r, faith in God has no reward other than

itself. Faith does not, cannot, depend upon social ameliorarion. Poetic expe-

rience, to the degree that it provided an experience of the numinous, exercised

the same demands upon its pracririoners as a religion did.e "The State of grace,

the Laws of nature, the StrucrLrres of the universe, the Force of life," Duncan

observed, "all these suggest that ure are not wrong to envision our orders as

poets as proceeding from an arbiffaring Poetic nor an arbi ffary poeric and

proceeding toward that Poetic. \We to be realized in it, nor it to be reali zed

in us."10

In his ry66 essay "The Truth and Life of Myth," first delivered as a series

of lecrures at the San Francisco Art Instirute, the renamed California School

of Fine Arts, Duncan elaborated his argumenr that poetry worked to release

and harness the powers that rational thought vainly sought ro conrrol through

repression. Ration aliq, was driven by the desire for how the "srory should

be." He invened the commonsense understanding of the relationship of de-

sire and reason by positing that irration ality, understood philosophically as

that which cannot be predicted, was a return to "what the story demands." It
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let those factors back into human perception that "official stories" repressed

so that nothing need be taken seriously that reason cannot explain or tech-

nique quantify.ll Irrationaliry allowed us to see features of our lives that were

present in our lives, but were seldom useful for predicting what would occur.

Lyirg within the sphere of pure potentiahry, the imational capaciry blurred

the distinctions berureen improbable, possible, and probable. Rational func-

tions shaqpened those distinctions and provided a necessary though not in-

fallible basis for planning, but at the cost of reducing the complexiry of the

present only to those factors that fit the story. In a topology that mimicked

Heisenbergt uncertairry principle, one could see either the present or the fu-

ture, but not both at the same time. This distinction underlay the differences

berv,reen what Duncan termed mythopoetic truth and likely (which Duncan

thought really meant likeable) truth. "
Nuclear weapons had increased the need for rational administrative con-

trol in government because the price, Duncan argued, for failing to prePare

for the fucure adequately was apocalypse. On the level of the greatest danger,

the global contest berureen the United States and the Soviet Union, Duncan

conceded the probabiliry that military planning would succeed in averting

conflict-although the possibiliry of mistaken calculations remained. It was

at lower levels of action where ration alrty could collapse, those areas where

predictive decisions were based on information of a too general level. The

Vietnam .War struck him as a rypical mistake of a system that could not take

into account adequ ately the gaps in its knowledge, yet tended to act as if it

had sufficient information upon which to judge competing potential furures.

Vhere history becomes myth, Duncan observed, rationaliry inevitably

fails. The desired ends of economic or military violence often were not

achieved because decisions always involved more than "matters of reason and

plan."13 In failure historical actors discovered the fates lurking for them, "the

ends they deserve." Only when rationaliry verges into hubris and the hidden

aspect of desire governing purposeful acdon is clearly revealed do the true

meanings of social acdons stand fonh for all to contemplate. Hitler revealed a
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"terrible truth" about Europe, while Johnson betr ayed"the character of Bab-

bitt swollen with his oppornrniry in histo ry." Political leaders and their fol-

lowers alike believed that leaders urere all-powerful, but they mechanically

acted out truths that humaniry had enshrined for millennia in mythic ac-

counts of chaos, wrath, and envy.la

In this situation aesthetics had a new; but limited role. The price of social

structure is revealed most clearly on rhe symbolic level, where images carry

the fears and desires that pertain ro specific sets of relationships. The mythic,

Duncan argued, was exterio r reality refracted through personal reacrion into

a form that coffesponded to and revealed acrual pou/ers and forces that exist

on a supernarural level, that is, as Platonic ideals. The individual, historical

moment makes sense because it is part of recurrent, universal patterns that

occupy the attention through myth and poerry. Individual experiences, as

concrete and unique as they are, are instances of consrandy repeating pat-

terns, which the pre-rwentieth-cenrury societies personified in the gods,

elves, and angels populating their literarure and art.ls

Yet the universal validiry of such figures did not contradict their irrational

character. These processes could not be reduced to laws, a process that arose

from reasont desire to impose order upon forces grearer than the capacities of
the human intellect. The narural processes that led to myth and poerry were

patterns that returned again and again, withour ever being exacdy identical.

Poetry was the "real world" because it pointed to a level of existence that per-

sisted despite the permurarions that consriruted hist ory. Societies and individ-

uals alike found meaning in their acrions by projecting them against the cycles

of life and death. Until this had been done, one felt as if onei experience were

somehow inauthentic and alien. This suggesred to him that the self was rhe

sum of intersecting forces rather than a distinct, autonomous endry, a conclu-

sion similar to Snydert conception of the ego derived from his studies of
Buddhism. If experience, in and of itself, were the ground of realiry, then

there would be no need to search for meaning. "Vhat does it mean," Duncan

asked in r 97z, "that in order for [an experience] to come real in the poem we
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must imagine even what we have acrually felt? Ve must make it up in order

to mak e tt reaI.""

The self, he argued, took shape in the srcry that unfolded. The critical as-

pect to a narrative was not the events, but meaning, "the sense of truth and

life' that the story revealed. The struggle over storytelli"g was fundamental

to the sense individuals made of their daily lives and societies made of their

histories. As they told stoties, they rurned themselves into subjects capable

of acting in the world. Th.y had selected those attributes and desires which

would give an illusion of continuiry. Self -narration was always an innovation,

but one that attempted to assert that the created subject was "always" so.

There was no understanding of self except as a position within a narrative:

"The psycbo.sis or principle of the soul-life is its belonging to the realicy of

what we know to be true to our story-sense." Yet meaning did not lie in the

"philosophy" or overt theme of a life-story. Duncan believed instead that

people found meaning in the "sense of drama," in their visceral responses to

conflicts that revealed pafterns of motivations, potentialities, and relative

position.

In this sense the self contained within it as an experience a language of

boundaries. Identiry, temporary asit was, came through regular Patterns that

established relationships. Changes to those patterns that brought out other

potentials of an individual were also a change of identiry and often experi-

enced as a threat (they could also be felt as a liberatior), to be resisted by re-

pressing the errant potentials that escaped into the realm of consciousness by

assuming symbolic form. Symbols embodied potentialities consigned to the

churning realm of the repressed, but returning from the unconscious to re-

mind us that the identiry constructed for superficial everyday existence was

transito ry."
Our senses split berween official versions and subterranean responses that

showed the "dark side" of official reahty. Freud had revealed that the child

growing into words "hears not what his parents mean to say but what that

saying is telling about them." Language was first and foremost about pleasure
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and pain derived from relationships and only second arily about the commu-

nication of specific information.ls Language established power relations by

imposing speakers' images of others upon them so they might conform to the

roles assigned them. Those with greater social authoriry, be they parents, effi-

ployers, or men of affans, had greater linguistic authoriry. Hierarchy found

expression first in statements of hate and love that proceeded as if people were

simply objects, extensions of the speaker's will. Language worked to rurn

others into instrumentalities contained within by 
^cage 

of speakers' conflict-

ing needs, desires for power, and feelings of guilt.

Ration altry allowed citizens to accept either as their own or as inevitable

the desires of those at the top of hier archy, but the experience of pain and

pleasure involved in relationships remained as a residue of despised emotion-

iltty. The expressions of those experiences were inevitably distorted and in-

accvrate on one level, but they were nonetheless the only record of the emo-

tional price exacted in the attempts to reach an "official sto ry." Those records

came from within, but in an externalized, objective form that had to be read

and reread carefully to understand the messages conveyed about one's actual

place in and response to sociery. Myth therefore was always a "matter of ac-

rual times and actual objects" that revealed the fundamental cruelties, and

therefore inadequacies, of specific social relations.le

In his poem on Berkeley, "Heavenly Ciry, Eanhly Ciry," written in r 947,

Duncan proposed an explanation for the mysterious emotional power that

unexpected images had upon people, the same power that Lorser Feitelson

had observed as a young man when he came across a street sign post and felt

lifted out of every d^y realrty. Images, Duncan argued, appeared mysterious

when they connected to experiences repressed into the unconscious. Poetry

was the means by which those emotional reactions could be orchestrated to

Iiberate the preverbal from the unconscious and catapult it into a form that

allowed the total being, conscious as well as unconscious, to refled upon and

learn from a broader range of experience. The por rer of hierarchical social

structLrres lay in the abiliry of its image makers to call fonh these compelli"g
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images without explaining them or making rhem verbal. In Duncanb termi-

nology, "first things" remained "inaccessible" in manipulative art, that is, cre-

ative work with a preconceived agenda. In liberatory work, such as poerry in

which the writer discovered meaning through the act of writing, the con-

scious mind became aware of how primal forces moved within it. These

forces were neither dispelled nor vanquished. Th.y had to be accepred as paft

of onet being before they could be used to accomplish specific afiy human

pu{poses. Mysticism need not be obscurantist if it allowed men and women

to apprehend experiences that might be valid, but the conditions of which

could not (y.t) fit into a rational explanation.

In a 1967 interview, Duncan observed that many poers did not "read" their

poetry or their experiences as if they were rexrs outside their conrrol and

therefore visions by which they could learn rather than teach. "For insrance,

take an awfully good poet like Robert Frosr," Duncan wenr on. "While he

wr-ites a poem, h. takes it as an expression of something he has felt and

thought. He does not read further. It does nor seem to be bappening to him,

but coming out of him. Readers too who wanr to be enrerrained by [or] to

entertain the ideas of awriter will resent taking such writing as evidence of the

Real and protest against our 'reading into' poems, even as many protest the

Freudians reading meanings into life that are nor there." Insread of taking

the poem as an "immediate realiry," Duncan treated his work as puzzles:

"Vhat does it mean that this is happening here like this?" The poeric signifi-

cance did not dwell in the what of the message but in the *hy: why these

images, why these words, at this time and place? They appear as experiences,

but they open onto other orders of human realiry from which our "experi-

ences" are constructed as so many illusions.20

To discover the hidden message in poeric experiences, one had ro surren-

der the "f" or the ego, which emerged, Duncan thoughq as a denial of and

defense against subordination, md accepr the porenrialiry of the subject,

which Duncan defined as a "readiness" or position in social strucrure. The

ego tried to lift the self outside of time , afactor that made srereorypical think-
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ing panicularly attractive to a threatened ego attempting to stab tlizeitself. The

subject, on the contrary, placed the self back into the web of discourse and its

forms and rehisto ncized self-understanding by constandy "rereadirg" the

texts which had constituted it. The subject emerged as par"Eof an ongoing dia-

logue, sometimes acrimonious, berq/een the contendi"g elements of a social

stnrcture. Individuals had as many subjects as they had texts in their lives, but

the subject was always the record of an engagement with others. It marked

the abiliry to change or, to use Duncan's phrase, to "repropose" oneself ."
This conception of poetry as a process of analyzng the messages one re-

ceives from various levels of realiry led him to criti cize antiwar poetry at-

tempting to serve an agrtational political program. Like many other poets, he

demonstrated and spoke out, but he believed that was behavior pertinent to

the order of poliry, not of the poem, even if he did write poetry with agrta-

tional pu{poses. One of his poems, "Up Rising," protesting Johnsont esca-

lation of the bombing of North Vietnam, was printed as a broadside and

posted around the San Francisco Bay Area. Another rype of antiwar work

was the distribution among artists and poets of Tribwnals, a mimeographed

manuscript of poems on the war. He was interested in engaging other poets

as to the correct poetic response to soci al tagedy and in the process under-

standing his own work better through evaluating the responses he received.

Out of this process, many of the poems in Tnbwnals appeared in Grownd

Work: Before the Waz:, Duncan's later volume published for the general read-

ing public by New Directions.

Strangely, however, for apoet so disregardful of the general public, a poet

whose focus on deciphering the fragme ntary narure of his own life made his

work difficult and arcane, Duncan had a broad vision of who his readers

might be. In the introduction to Bendtng tbe Bow, Duncan described his ex-

perience at the October zo, 1957, March on the Pentagon, where he was

scheduled as a speaker on the second rally planned at the front entrance.22 His

speech was aborted as National Guard soldiers and police charged the dem-

onstrators, arresting those who refused to (or could not) retreatto the parking
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lot. Duncan, at the front of the line, found himself caught benveen the sol-

diers and the crowd behind him, in which there were many prepared to fight

back. Monitors from the march orgarizatron advised people to sit down and

confront the military with nonviolent, passive resistance instead.

"Look into their eyes," the doctor's wife tells me. To my right, rhe onlook-

ers call ouq the soldiers are kicking the body of a woman who is every,hirg

they despise: they kick her rich clothes; they kick her culrured rone. . . .

1T*1#:H:l :i1;Tffi ,::; 5,H:#iT'rs'cheir 
vic"ri.

Duncan considered if there was anything he could possibly say that could de-

fuse the tension. The speech he had planned to give seemed futile, for the sol-

diers "were under a command that meant to overcome us or to terr-ify us, a

force aroused in the refusal to give even the beginnings of a hearing." In this

confrontation, Duncan sensed that a new " vv e" was in formation, a "'we" that

at first seemed to be the demonsrrarors separarirg politically and morally

from the bank*pt authoricy of the United States. Yet as soon as he suggested

that a schism was sundering the American poliry, Duncan threw our a second

and suqprising idea. The soldiers and the police were also his readers. By be-

ing pan of the same drama, they had formed a communiry with the demon-

strators: "\fle were, in turn, members of a comp af,ry of men, moving forward,

violently, to overcome in themselves the little comp any of others kneeli"s and

striving to speak to them. "23

The protestors had come "to fulfill their hum anrtyJ' but so had the sol-

diers. Each had a poem to read to each other: one involving a restimony of
opposition in hopefully nonviolent acrion; the other ro express rage , fear, and

the "shock of what they were to encounter." \W'ithout the other, each "poem"

was meaningless. Yet there was a tendency, coming from the highest office of

the land, to erect boundaries so that the poems of others were no longer rec-

ognized. To think of a communiry as a group with commoz goals is acrually
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to sunder the communiry and seek isolation from contamination. The exis-

tence of other human beings as historical actors fell into the dark and churn-

ing mass of the repressed. Vhen confronted by external evidence of interior

chaos, one reaction was a sense of defilement. "And the people who feel

that," Duncan thought, "-6d they certainly are to be found in the domi-

nant, ruling majoriry and in lots of little minorities-want authenticiry within

their group and then everybody else is experienced as corrupting. . One

feels a challenge and wants it to be eliminated. Those things are there to be

eliminated. . . . Or not even thought of which is the worst pattern of all. . . .

The characteristic of the totalitarian is they can't repropose themselves."24

Duncan discovered that communiry was common action, not despite but

becawse of conflict and contest. Without drama there is no action and there-

fore no communiry. Separating oneself from every instance of a hated enemy

was natural for both sides. The contrary logic that Duncan identified as the

clearest representation of his self had arrived at its own political conclusions:

difference is the basis of uniry, commonaliry is a sundering. Both protestors

and soldiers becam e angry because every person in the situation "knew" that

within lay allpossibilities and only historical circumstance defined onet po-

sition in the drama. Any of the protestors could commit atrocities, and any

of the soldiers could find the courage to speak truth to power. The refusal to

listen to others' poems was "the nature of all dyi"g orders, a death so strong

we are deadend [sic] to the life-lines." The antiwar movement was an integral

part of the dying social order of America, rather than the transcendent force

its adherents believe d."
The poetic truth the Vietnam \War awakened in Duncan was the convic-

tion that separation was a will-to-death. Social commonaliry as codetermina-

tion of opposites contested a widespread desire for absolute authoriry. There

was no saving rernnant because in willful isolation the conscience ossified and

"offi,cized."" The elements from which people constructed identiry were po-

lysemous because they linked both surface continuities with the underlying

chaos of potentialiry. Meaning came from the specific relationship of con-
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scious and repressed contents. The individual reader of all the "poems" that

constituted social relations possessed the freedom to transpose all given con-

texts, as a musician switching a melody from one k.y to another changes its

emotional resonance.

"\(here there is no commune, / the individual volition has no ground,"

Duncan inscribed in "The Multiversiry" his poem on the Berkeley Free

Speech Movement of 1964, quoting fie critique the anarchist leader Bartolo-

meo Yanzetti had made of Lenin and the Bolshevik revolution in Russia.

Vanzetti and Duncan continued, "\7here there is no individual freedom, the

conunune /is falsified."" The separation of poets into coteries, of homo-

sexuals from heterosexuals,zr of the peace movement from the government

was a dissolution of idendry because each boundary severed a relationship

that, however antagonistic, helped a person find his or her position in society.

Differences were necessary and productive, but only to the degree that they

remained in connection. The question was how m understand the nature of

conflict in modern sociery. Was it inherently disruptive or an indispensable

anribute? Duncan's answer was clear and derived from a reinte{pretation of

the place of chaos in the universe: "Order can't possibly be threatened. Dis-

order is one of its terrns. . . . The themes of possible disorder are interior and

ordef to the poem."2e Duncan was speaking in this particular instance about

the use of collage technique in poetic composition, but the term "poem"

always contained for Duncan the idea of any experience-making, meaning-

revealing action.

His refusal to find in the antiwar movement saving grace constituted the

basis for Duncant disagreements with his close friend Denise Levertov.30 He

was dismayed that she believed that the brutaliry of the Vietnam \War, rather

than her own psychic development, could be the "subject" of her work.

Commenting on Levertovt "Advent ry66," first published in the l{ation in

1967, Duncan wrote her that her work gave him "an agonizing sense of how

the monstrosiry of this nation's \War is taking over your life, and I wish that I

could advance some-not consolation, there is none-wisdom of how we are
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to at once bear constant (faithful and ever-Present) testimony to our grief for

those suffering in the .War and our knowledgt that the government of the U'S'

is so immediately the agent of death and destnrction of human and natural

goods, and at the same time as constantly in our work (which must face and

contain this appalling and would-be spiritually destroying evidence of what

humankind will do-for it has to do with the imagination of what is going on

in Man) .o*, more than ever, to keep alive the immediacy of the ideal and of

the eternal.""

Levertov, however, resPonded that she had found relief from the disasters

of war rn groupaction, while Duncan could only suffer while bearing his con-

science. "Vhile the war drags on, always worse," she began her Poem' "An

Interim," "the soul dwindles sometimes to an ant I rapid uPon a cracked sur-

face." She listens to mendacious, soul-tricking language in a laundromat and

hears echoes of rationales government officials used to defend the absurdities

of their policies: "It became necessary to dest roy the town to save it"' Lan-

guage itself had become Part of the Perversion' Against this only action suf-

ficed, and the hunger strike of an antiwar demonsffator' fasting to Protest her

jail sentence and prolongation of the war, gives Levertov hope' "We need I

the few who could bear no mo ter" she continued, "who would try any-

thing, / who would take the chan ce / that their deaths among the uncount-

able / masses of dead might be real to those who / don't dare imagine death"'

Vhen the daily news brings only accounts of unimaginable sufferin$' then

only the most serious action can awaken the sleeping ("Might burn through

the veil that blinds / those who do not imagine the burned bodies / of other

people's children") and restore meaning to language' that is the truthful' un-

veiled expression of experiences and desires'32

Duncan's poetic theory left him an individualist, fearful of submitting his

voice to the grouP cause, because it would be less authentic' subsenrient to

the rationalist desire of the grouP for power to force the furure into the pro-

jected end, strippin gaway all aspects o{ experience that might undermine the

predictive power of social theory. For Levertov, collective solidariry founded
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upon a sense of shared urge ncy made her poetry more authendc and opened

her voice to share in a process of group imagination. The work carried not

only her experience but, she hoped, those of the nren and women with whom

she worked on a darly basis. The need for collective action against avery pow-

erful opponent went against the fundamentally individualistic drift of postwar

avant-garde theory. The war forced all to consider the proper relation of

group and individual. For Levertov, it was no longer sufficient to claim the

sancdry of individual experience, if that sanctiry was incapable of prevailing

against concerted power. Poetics that was not also effective as politics was de-

ficient because it did not build the "commun tty" she believed that struggle

could cement. The goal of poetry she wrote, was to wake the "sleepers" from

their apathy. \Vhile she agreed with Duncan that the primary effects of a

poem lay in the nonpolitical, nonsocial realm, of awakening people to a spiri-

rual life within them larger than everyd ay meanings provided, poems also al-

ways had specificaly social effecm.33

In an essay on her experiences as a teacher, she recalled the term spent in

1959 at the English department at the Universiry of California, Berkeley. Dur-

ing her brief tenure, third world student organ tzatrons initiated a student strike

that led to particularly violent clashes with the police. Conflicts escalated as

well over the use of vacant land near the campus that some smdents had re-

claimed as a "People's Park." In Mry the Highway Patrol and the National

Guard occupied the campus area, and a nonsrudent was killed during protests.

In the course of deepening crisis, Levertov found her poetry classes trans-

forming into a communiry "that stayed together each d^y throughout the ter-

ror, and most truly-and with a love and murual care that made that terror

into a time of joy and wonde r-practiced the injunction with which a list of

points of conduct and tactics for the demonstrators . . . concluded:'Be your

brotbers'and sisters'keeper."'The experiences at the "barricades" had dis-

rupted the class but also taught her "a new vision of what life might be like in

a world of gentle and life-loving people." From this grew a conception for a

reformed communal and egalitarian educational system in which a group
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would live together as well as snrdy, "cook together . . . and grow vegetables

and flowers together, and mend each other's clothes-and srudy not only one

subject as a group, but several related and unrelated ones." Education would

become the widening of intellecrual horizons upon the foundation of a com-

mon emotional life.sa

It was precisely this utopian vision of communiry that Duncan disputed,

though he did not deny the appeal of apocalyptic thinking. He saw in her

imaginary communities a replication in counterculrural form of the conform-

ist impulse present in all social interaction. Instead of liberating individual po-

rcntial, such communal arrangements, to the degree that they could work,

would impose another set of dogma and related linguistic cliches upon its

members, so pervasive that even Levertov unabashedly professed that the stu-

dent movement did not need to pressure anyone into panicipating. Adhesion

always appeared "volunary," Duncan pointed out, because social lies gained

their pourer by granting individuals release from responsibiliry, an absolution

experienced subjecdvely as ecstatic union.35

In Duncan's view, the antiwar movement was a false communiry a frag-

ment pretending to be the nucleus for a future whole. Communiry, he be-

lieved, grew from the long-term relationships into which individuals entered.

The nucleus of the poliry was the heanh, the household linked in immedi-

ate practical needs. Daily affections and senral pleasure protected men and

women from their primal desires.36 In his "Dante En des," Duncan wrote,

The household to provide shelter

and to prepare its members

to live well even

in atonaliry setting free

t eaff angement of atonem ent,

daily new keys in dreams,

reappearance of the "home"

note in the melody.
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Each household communiry emerges from "chance encounters / as far as our

neighborhood extends." Any broader concept of "community" was an illu-

sion of psyches seekirg to augment their power and impress their will upon

the world. Will-to-power was one expression of adventurous needs, but it

was the "grand exceptioo," the "tragedy the ciry needs," but gained its mean-

ing for people in its relation to the harmonies of the "home k.y."37 Commu-

nities that based themselves on thrusting after glory destabiltzed themselves

and ultimately collapsed from the psychological and social tensions such goals

promoted.3s The belief in one's own potential exceptionaliry enheartened, but

:*:ltimately 
increased fear and anxiery as hubris overcame the rational

the only kirg I see

sickens in our sickness and every night

ripens to an illness in our need. "

What was often good politics subjectively in that it galvantzed human action

("the king") was bad politics on a practical level of measuring material

accomplishments.

Yet Levertovt position involved an inescapable practical truth: opposi-

tional social movements needed more than wisdom to confront the power of

the state. The imagination of communiry had been a continuous fearure of the

avant-gardet interaction with itself. As an imagin ary category it had a pecu-

liarly shtic qualiry. Its growth followed the spirirual developmenr of those

who rurned to their fellows for sustenance and support. Levertov's antiwar

"community" was of a different nature. Constiruted in action, be it picketing

or simply discussing what to do next, it was dynamic. The poet was engaged

in activities outside her craft, outside her psyche. *Robert reminds me reao-

lwtion / implies the circular," Levertov argued back in her poem "Entr'acte,"

"an exchange / of position, the high / brought lo*, the low / ascending, are-
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volving , / mendless rolling of the wheel."ao She admitted that etymologically

the word was wrong, but it was the only word the English language provided

to describe the desire for radical change. The word might be inadequate, but

the desire, growing from the bodily experience of asociery atwar and unable

to "focus" on justice, 'was true and therefore necessary to follow. Its potential

meanings would unfold as the communiry growing around a shared desire for

change discovered the teffns of that change through its own actions.

Still the psyche, Duncan warned, could never be left behind. Its demands

lay behind every polidcal srcp, just as cosmic forces, the process of the uni-

verse renewing itself through continual recombination of its basic units ,l^y
behind every psychic motion. The release of the repressed required us to live

in a pe{petual state of doubt over the narure of United States sociery, the na-

ture of onet sexual interests, the narure and origins of one's ourn actions. He

found her statement in one poem-"there comes a dme when only anger / is

lsvs"-a sign that love of violence had seized her imagination. She delighted

in the prospect of destruction.al

Yet in a political struggle, radical doubt was counteqproducdve. ("Self-

reproach can be a form of self-indulgence," Levertov observed.)o' There was

a need to extern ahzethe enemy in a form that was easily hrgeted. Eradicating

doubt was necessary to accomplishing 
{r; 

social goals developed within the

avant-garde, though Duncan was correct in arguing that such a srcp was con-

trary to the movement's philosophical foundations about the unique truths

found in myth and poetry.a3

The crisis of the late ry6os fostered effons to transform the dream of com-

munity into afi acfiral practice. But what would be the basis sufficient to

ground the dream? G^ry Snyder rurned to the creation of utopia by actually

living his poetics at Kitkitdizze as if it could also be a politics.aa Even at this

local level, the complexities of human interaction and organization over-

whelmed and disrupted the ideal. \flhen it came to the much larger question

of influencing American foreign policy, the situation was even more daunt-
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ing. Few believed that their actions, in and of themselves, could end the war.
Demonstrations therefore were like poems. Even when violence occurred,
events had symbolic rather rhan pracrical pulposes. Not undl the Eugene Mc_
Canhy campaign for the Democraric presidential nomination rn ryGgand the
movement in r97r ro pass the Hatfield-McGovern resolution, expressing the
mandate of Congress that the United States withdraw from Indochina, did
opponents of the war have vehicles for their position that promised immediarc

practical consequences. The inabiliry of the political sysrem ro accommodate

debate about wars forced opponenrs into an existential rarher than a political
position. This as well increased the tendency roward demonology, since there
was no point ro dialogue.

On this level, Duncan was no differenr from Leverrov. In ..Up 
Rising,,,

Duncan linked Johnson ro Hitler and Stalin as one of the greatcriminals of
the rq/entieth cenrury. In "The Fire : passages r3,,, Duncan describes Johnson
and his generals bearing "rhe faces of the deluded,, rorturirg Jesus in Hierony-
mus Boscht painting Cbrist Bearing the Cross. Consumed by the mythic
force of wrath, they were instrumenrs of evil, which Duncan understood ery-
mologically ro mean a will that placed itself above law.as Connecting media
images of American politicians with earlier renditions of the demonic, Dun_
can observed, "as if to drown sweet music out, / Satan looks forth {rom /
ment faces: / Eisenhower's idiot grin, Nixon,s / black jaw; the sly glare in
Goldwater's eye, or / the look of Stevenson lying in the U.N. thar our / Na-
tion save face."a6lnanotherpoem, American politicians, their souls destroyed
by their blind choices, were transformed into archatcized, cancaaues:

In the grear srorrn of feer and rage

the heds of evil appeer and disappeer

heds of state, lords of the cold war,

the old dragon whose scales are colpses of men

and whose breth blasts crops and burns villages
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demands again his hecatomb,

our lives and outrage going up into his powr

over us. \Tearing the unctuous mask of Johnson,

from his ass-hole emerging the hed of Humphrey,

he bellows and begins over Asia and America

the slaughter of the innocents and the reign of wrath.o'

The debates berween Levertov and Duncan were not about how to make Po-

etry a more effective political tool or about who could uffer the most Pro-

found personal truth about the war. Both were angered, dismayed, sickened.

Both were enheartened by the response of so manY young people. "The

beautiful young men and women!" Duncan wrote about srudent protestors.

"standing against the war their courag e / has made a green place in my

hean. / . . . Love in His young innocence / radtant in His depth of time and

night / has waited and now-this is / the message of Christrnas-rerurns

once more, / beartng the light of the Sun / fair in FIis face."og

The question that divided them was how they inteqpreted the emotional

aspect of their response to the war as effectively transformed into Poetry. Be-

cause their dispute was about the craft of Poetry it was about the nature of

human action, for in both writers' terms poets were any people constructing

themselves through the "poems" they gave each other. The dispute then was

about the narure of being in opposition in the United States and the image of

self that one could objectively derive from participating in the antiwar move-

ment. \Mhere Duncan differed from Levertov is that he refused to see his an-

ger as the basis upon which a new sociery might be built. His anger was a

reflection of the eve{present rage that had erupted into human affairs yet once

again in Vietnam. In "A Lammas Tiding," Duncan observed that as a man he

was a hawk, not a bird of peace. He was a rayenous devourer of weaker crea-

tures, if only psychologically.oe The lust for power over others ran through his

poetry. This was not to be condemned, simply rec ognized. He had focused
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his ambidons and aggression onro poerry. He had a "lusr for vision" rather

than a desire for body count, had the chance of history directed him into the

military.so

In ry72 in a note appended to the republication of Caesar's Gate. Robert

Duncan announced that he would refrain from funher editions of new work
while he focused on completing what he believed would be his rwo final vol-

umes of verse. He projected publishing the first volume in r9U and the sec-

ond in r g}g. This was no vow of total silence, since Duncan occasionally sub-

mitted work-in-progress ro lherary journals and circulated phorocopies of
sequences to friends. He also continued to lecrure and rour the country on

poetry-reading circuits. Still, the hiarus in publicarion of new work after the

ry58 Bending the Bout historicized Duncan's work. He largely disappeared

as an active voice in the continuing dialogue of contemporary work, exacdy

the social interaction that Duncan wished to avoid because it distracted him

from the completion of his lifet work. He did nor wanr to be "currenr":

"Vhen I say I'm not currenr, I don't mean my work might nor be of influ-

ence, but the influence will nor be the vital one.'sl This quixotic action fol-

lowed a pattern we have seen before in the careers of Joan Brown, Frank

Lobdell, and I^y DeFeo: resolving the contradiction of ambition and ideals

by withdrawing to refocus on the work itself.

Duncan had no apparent desire to reach a mass audience, but he wanted

to engage those for whom poerry was a serious enrelprise, first of all him-

self : Ground Worh, he wrote afriend in r 97r, was partof an effort to refocus

his creative attention onro the crearion of an intensely real, but fully privare

world.t' In r9U, exacdy on schedule, New Directions released Duncant

Ground Work: Before the War, s3 Furrher ensuring that the book communi-

cated his and orly his thoughts to the reader, Duncan insisted that the book

not be rypeset but that the prinrer prepare photographic plates of Duncani

rypescript.

Grownd Work: Before tbe War joined Duncani meditations on the func-

tions of myth and poetry in sociery with his responses to political evenrs, par-
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ticularly the Vietnam Var and the role of Poets in the crisis of American in-

stitutions that developed with the war. The Vietnam crisis had become, for

Duncan) an instance of how psychosocial rePression inevitably led to strife

and the possibiliry of cleansing through confrontation with the larger forces

that contained human action. "This is the creative strife Heraclirus praised,"

Duncan wrote, "breaking up, away from what you know how to do into

something you don t know . . . An grY,confused, . . . the workers are released

from the old order into the Great \Work beyond their understanding."'o

In "San ta Cruz Propositions" Duncan Presented Poetry as a form of surf-

irg, riding the waves of memory and anticipation, of daily speech, the "fac$

of the polluted stream," and "the roar / of the giants we begin from." Poetry

is the force of Eros, the desire of fragments to combine and bring change into

the world. Its muse is "Old Mama Mammemory" the original uniry that ex-

isted berween infant and its mother. Myth, as Duncan liked to point out, de-

rived from the Greek pu(a (mrizo), literally murrnut-itg. The sounds that

children made to attract the attention of the mother were the origins of myth

and poetry and as poets created their works, they sought to renlrn to the

primal communiry, to "Old Mummummymurrnurur."ss The identificadon

of poetry and dream with primal memory maintained a sense of universaliry,

but stripped the aesthetic of an abiliry to establish a privileged direction to

personal development. The process to which the soul unites precedes arry

idea of mor ality: the projections of myth can bless but also harm. "I turn on

the flow, I the flickering TV picture feed, / rc watch the news, the mindt

noose / o{ violence," he wrote in "In Truth Doth She Breathe Out Poison-

ous Fumes.'st Television lets loose the rePressed into sociery in the form of

mythic images: "juices from the me at at the mind-trough, the murders, /

rapes, conspiracies of evil men." "I know in truth she is deadly," he con-

cluded, moving on to a line from Dante, "exhaling infection whence the

neighboring sheep pine even without knowing it." The mythic consciousness

"tires the will towards overwheLning heaviness and / nrght."s7

In the poem on the facing page, Duncan rurned to the Christian myths of
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America: "\Ve have long wepr upon this shore / confused and withour ceas-

ing have implored I the prorecrion of a righteous king.' Chdsr, in Duncan,s

mythic framework, was rhe embodiment of Eros, the principle of strife and

division that broughr hope by separaring primal uniry. But under the control

of the negative face of psychological uniry, Eros "sickens in our sickness and

every night / ripens to an illness in our need."58

In "Santa CruzPropositions" Duncan presented image making as away
of establishing identiry. Therefore it was part of the process of separating the

subject from the original "maternal" matrix, "arousing out of Her dream of
Chaos / eggs of those forms that await the coming of Man."s, Or as Duncan

observed in another poem, "The Missionaries," "To man the advancing hne /
carries a message of manliness in its stride. " Eros "was our Language come in

to the Motheftongu e / awakenrng Images, fecundities / . . . Chaos expiring

in the Speech of the \Winds."5o A sense of direction established identiry

through images stmng rogerher to give an illusion of pu{pose, making poerry

the basis of a quesr. But the secret object of that quesr was the repressed

uniry in which self was reabsorbed into a chaotic potentialiry. The repressed

then was the continual rebellion of the not-existent against the direction ser in

place, which always had in its exclusi onary fantasies an imperial aspect. The

choices humans made appeared to have the rightness and certain ry of lrr,
but within and around was the rurmoil of all possibilities rising up ro destroy

not only faith in change, but the products of change. An underlying desire

for multipliciry a polymolphous being, was inherent to the process of differ-

entiation. One could suppress it brutally as puriran regimes amempted, or
channel these desires into carefully conrrolled environments where their po-

tential for harm was reduced as in the mysrery cults of the ancient premono-

theistic Mediterranean world, but they could nor be eliminated since they

were in Duncan's view fundamental to the process of maruration.

The original state and its desires did nor evapor ate) but rooted in the core

of the soul and yearning ro rerurn, invaded one's dreams. The reality of death

gave the lie to the stabiliry of progress and showed the ultimate triumph of
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potentialiry. The most fundamental biological aspecrs of being always broke

down the achievements of the individual and rerurned him or her ro rhe flux

of energy exchange. O"ly the social persisted, only human instirutions stood

as proof that directionaliry could persist. But those institutions proved their

point through their representation of and identificarion with death. Th.y
were the "monuments" of people long gone. Sociefy could persist only by

making death more important than porenrialiry and suppressing all those ele-

ments of mem ory and culrure that tended ro remind people of the transitory

nature of life and im accomplishmenrs. Sociery was a sysrem of memorials

that denigrated the most important aspect of human being: that each life was

finite, that humans had a limited space in which to find each persont mission,

in which to nurrure hopes and ambitions and achieve individual nonmaterial

culminations. The repressed truth that life was finite took hold in myths and

elements of culrure, but also inevitably in the irrational actions of human

beings.

Duncan then rurned to a recent murder case. In ry72 a high school drop-

out and unemployed auto mechanic who lived in a cabin in the Santa Cruz

mountains read the tarot while on mescaline and rurned over the card of

"Eros before Eros, / theterrific first Mover at work toward Love." A convic-

tion within him arose that only massacre could bring the hoped-for rerurn to

chaos that would reopen the question of possibiliry. He wenr ro the home of

a dentist half a mile awdf t tied up the family with scarves, shot each member,

and threw the bodies of father, morher, and rwo small children into the

family swimming pool. The murderer left a nore claiming that Vorld \War III
had begun and all who "misused the narural environmenr" would be killed

without mercy. "Is Eros then evil and foul?" Duncan asked, Quoring Socrates

in Plato's Synposiwm. "He is always poor," Socrates remembered his teacher

Diotima of Mantinea answering this question, "and anyrhing but tender and

fair, as many imagine him. He is rough and squalid . . on the bare eafth

exposed he lies under the open heaven / . . . and like his mother he is always

in distress. "61
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Duncan continued his poem by quoting news reporrs on rhe distress of

members of the local communiqr, who feared that all hippies would murder

them in the night. Th.y bought guns, while the cou nt\/ sheriff tried ro assure

the populace that there was no reason ro believe that the crime was parr of a

conspiracy.Duncan saw the new ideology of law and order arising from un-

conscious fears. People wanted to prorect what was from the mere possibiliry

that something else could be, that is, to prorect themselves from their own

nightmares, which on the logical level could nor be sustained by the insane

acts of one man, whose actions suddenly seemed to say all experimentation

was dangerous. His crimes were socially powerful because they stimulated

forgotten desires for chaos that had to be repressed agair by projecting them

onto those who could more easily symbolize disorderly change.

At the same time, Duncan obsen,ed that the counterculture was not inno-

cent in this drama, for its adherents liked to pretend that they heralded the

dawn of a new age without considering the violence and tragedy that accom-

panied all change. They desired chaos, but were nor willing to embrace the

price. Th.y thought they stood for a "new age" that could simply superim-

pose itself upon the old. No one looked at the passions within them, nor even

the ovenly political New Left, some of whose leaders tried to rationahzethe

murders as an unforrunare by-product of class war{are in the United States.

In the final section of "Santa CruzProposirions" Duncan rerurned to his con-

troversy with Levertov. tVhat dismayed, but did nor su{prise him, was that

Levertov thought her anger was an expression of positive change, that she too

had a law that she intended to impose on others. "SHE, appears," he wrore,

"Keli dancing, whirling her necklace of skulls, / trampling rhe despoiling

armies and the exploiters of narural resources / under her feet. Revolution or

Death! / \fine! The wine of men's blood in the vat / of the \iloman's anger,

whirlin g, / the crackling-is it of bones ? casraners ? / tommyguns ? fire rag-

i"g i" the ghettos? What / rs the wrath of Jehovah ro this almost blissful

Mother-Righteousness / aroused by the crimes of Presidents ?"62

Keh was, as a female figure, the giver of binh and therefore the revealer of
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death. She gloried in destruction so that room would be made for the new. In

assigning this mythical position to Levertov, Duncan made a knowing but

cutting reference that implied that her political enthusiasms grew from a

female archerype having seized control of her. By refusing to see the mixed

sources of her desires, Levertov had lost control and become an agent of pas-

sions rather than a shaper of values. It was neither change nor anger that Dun-

can worried about, but the refusal of those with whose social ideas he felt

comfortable to reco gnrze that their ideas sprang from rwo sources: one was

the surface level of political disputation, but the other was the unconscious

repressed desire for change at any cost. One level was responsible, the other

infantile. He pointed to an image from Levertov's "Life at \flar" as proof that

underneath the politics \^y a psychological drive that Levertov did not

understand:

the scheduled breaking open of breasts whose milk

runs out over the entrails of still-alive babies,

transformation of witnessing eyes to pulp-fragments,

implosion of skinned penises into carcass-gulleys.t'

Duncan argued that the image of the skinned penis was more than a shocking

image of wartime brutaliry. Since none of the prominent antiwar poets had

directly experienced the effects of combat in Southeast Asia, the panicular im-

ages they deployed sprang from deep wells of fantasy that were completely

independent, Duncan believed, from the desire to end the war. The images,

as poetry were transcriptions of inner obsessiolls. "\When you look at her Po-

etry it tells more to look atthatflayedpenis and reahze that her earlier Poems

are talking about stripped stalks of grass ! Shet got one that loves peeling. Sud-

denly you see a charged, bloody, sexual image that's haunting the whole

thing, and the war acts as a magnet, and the poem is not a protest though she

thinks she's protesting. "uo

Poets who had devoted their careers to the uncovering of the mphopoetic
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process also shared this blindness ro the forces within them. Duncan noted

that anti-Semitic, profascistBzraPound as the masrer for the American avanr-

garde had ser a disastrous model for poers amempting ro carapult their work
into a quest for utopia. Even if the succeeding generation abhorred his par-
ticular politics, they shared the belief that a truth could be forced from poerry.

In this sense, the ambitions of the avanr-garde made them doubly susceprible

to hubris. Both as Americans and as poers they asserted conrrol over forces

much grander than af,iy human capaciry: "In the fateful narure of his genius I
saw the infection as deep, as the fateful narure of my nation itself-festering
America-and as the fateful narure of Poerry roo.,,6s This surrender to the

will-to-power meanr that poets had nor listened to themselves carefully or un-
derstood the messages of their work, which revealed the interaction benveen

levels of berng that rational thought could not see.

Much like the avant-garde poers, the New Left and the counterculrure saw

only their righteousness, but nor their compli crtf, and thus Duncan had con-

sistently predicted that the erotic politics of the ry6os was bound to end in
disaster rather than a breakthrough to enlightened social consciousness. The

aspect of sexu aliry as dependence upon and power over others, the desire ro

use one's spirit and body to force others to do one,s will, would overcome the

idealistic hope that free sexualiry could be the basis for murual relationships.

Rock music would become increaiingly misogynistic, Duncan observed, and

poets would celebrate the hatreds they felt as a form of purifyi"g love.

On this point, he found Levertov's poems fulfilling his expecrations that

the antiwar movemenr was drifting ro expression of ..rerrible longing and our-
rage."55 Folk singer J.rdy Collins, Leverrov had reporred in ..Looking for the

Devil Poems," had aftempted to calm down a rowdy crowd at an antiwar
rily by singirg , song about the power of love. The crowd greeted Collins,s

efforts with stony silence, and Levertov found their reacrion cheering. .Judy,

understand," Levertov concluded, "there comes a time when only anger /
is love."67 D:tncan summarrzed the scene he imagined from reading Lever-

tovt poem:
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to put down the age of revolt with Love, Sweet Loae, she cries

from the center of terror

that is the still eye of the storrn in her:

"Tbere comes a time when only Anger is Loae."u'

Duncan later said about this poem, "I didn't say it was wrong for her to have

[violence] on her mind, but I said if it's on your mind the poem had better go

into that, because that's its real ground-how come these things are here? . . .

you can't scold anearthquake and you can't scold awar. . It isn't a moral

question at all. It is a catastrophe." Humans are caught up in social events as

they are caught up in narural disasters. To cope with them one has to be aware

whether one's responses are part of the social catastrophe or an attempt to

repair the dam age. "I early thought, '\7e11, how do I feel about good and

evil?'And, then I'd realtzethat I thoughtyou did good as good, not because

it was going to win. I made something beautiful in order that something

beautiful exist." Good and evil, beaury and ugliness would always exist be-

cause they were equally part of creation. A human worked for one or the

other, but the dream of vanquishing evil meant only that good became its

opposite.6e

In "Repoft," Levertov responded,

And meanwhile Robert

sees me as Kali! No,

I am not Kali, I can't sustain for a d^y

that anger

'There comes

a tlme

when only anger

is love'-
I wrote it, but know such love

orly in flashes.70
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She confessed that the daily love of her husband and child did sweep her away

from the fearful commirmenr to do whatever was necessary to bring change.

Politics was a responsibiliry she forced upon herself. In the spring of r96y she

had resigned as poerry editor of the left-wing weekly journal Tbe l\,lation rn

the hope she could withdraw from all immediate social responsibilities. Ex-

plaining her decision in a letter to Kennerh Rexroth, Levertov observed, ..I

occasiorally galvani ze myself into (what for me is) polidcal activism but only
in somber desperation. It gives me no satisfaction and I can,r keep it up for
more than a few weeks. It makes me feel I am wasrin g away.If I sruff enve-

lopes when I might be writirg , poem, it is wrong."z1 Escalation of the war in
Vietnam and panicipation in the first teach-ins against administration policy
drove her to subordinate poetic work to the antiwar struggle, but the new

level of socialiry she began ro exper-ience confirmed and sffengthened her new

direction. She argued that the war forced her and everyone else to choose be-

rween health-seeking action or disasrer-enchanted imagination. She could res-

tify that when the former triumphed, one felt free to sing because .,rhe 
pulse

rhythms / of revolution and poerry / mesh."z2 Insteadof politics and poerry

existing on rwo separate, if occasionally interacting, planes, Levertov com-
mitted herself ro a siruation where poerry became the expression of immedi-

ate, collective experience, became the potential basis for constructing mem-

ory, identiry, position.

If Gary Snyder projected a practical side to the counrerculrure, Duncan
faced what he thought were the monsrers hidden within it. Not in order ro
condemn, or, as Levertov thought, to disparage collective action in favor of
individual puriry, but to plead that the new politics nor ignore the application

of its theory of repression ro its own developmenr. Mythopoetic politics
brought the repressed to the surface so that everyone might learn about the

complexiry of their own motives and avoid replicating on a more banal level,

as revolutionary movemenrs had done since 1789, the crimes of the regimes

they opposed. The project of enlightenmenr was false, and would be seen as

false by the public atlarga if the consrruct of confronting the repressed were
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not applied for self-enlightenment. The project would fail because that an-

ger and desire for change for its own sake would lead to crime: to Charles

Manson, to the murder Duncan described in "Santa Cruz Propositions," to

the \fleatheqpeople, to the collapse of the Black Porxrer movement in murual

assassinations, and m the theatrical coups of the Symbionese Liberation

A*y in murdering the reform-minded African-American superintendent of

education in Oakland or kidnapping Patricia Hearst. Turning to the more be-

nign if equally "foolish" phenomena of the "love generation," Duncan ob-

served that anxiery had increased as the expected results of anew millennium

failed to mat ertaltze and the initial impulse of college dropouts to turn their

backs on the "pride and power of the world" quickly decayed into instiru-

tional stnrctures. Business organ rzatlons that sold New Ag. mystiques devel-

oped to assure those who had once embarked on experimentation that there

was indeed a Truth. E,ach claim would fail to deliver the desired freedom from

indeterminacy, and the counterculrural movement of the I96os would frag-

ment into a plethora of secessions, each attempting to Protect the little piece

of the worldly pride and power it had seized in what had originally been a

quest for transcendence. Neither violence nor hypocrisy nor confusion was

unnatural, Duncan thought. Eros, the creative force, was first the spirit of

strife before its transformation into the spirit of choice (which Duncan lo-

cated as the symbolic meaning of Christ's sacrifice).73

The role of the counterculrure had been to reintroduce strife into white

American soci eV, tottering toward disaster with interminable conflicts with

subjugated peoples, so that white Americans could face at last the penalties of

lusting after posrer over others. Called into being by the arrogance of the war,

the counterculrure and New Left had been unable to focus on the specific

issues of foreign policy because their true, but unknown task was to bring to

the surface spirirual shtes that the "conventional" mind of twentieth-cenrury

America had repressed. Rebellion had assumed the language of a psychotic

episode to break through the limitations authoriry had imposed on the un-

derstandi"g of human relationships.'o Responsible and irresponsible at the
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sarne time, Eros organized dissatisfaction into resistance, at times rebellion,

undl instirution-building forces mobilized to preserve the changes rhat had

been accomplished. At the point that agenrs of change had something ro pro-
tect in the new life they had created (be it social or purely individual), the ide-

alism that had generared the change ossified into dogma and a new hierarchy

came into being that would in its rurn generare new dissatisfactions, desires

for change, and a rebirth of idealism from the ashes of cynicism. Communiry
was a subjecdve illusion. frs sense of connecrion lasted only as long as its

shared hopes, unless alegacy developed that limited the free play of potenti-
iltty and bound people togerher in a shared environment. The source of real

communiry was nor utopian hope, but the limitations created by genuine

human interacion, by the oppositions that lovers, mares, children and

parents, fellow professionals, or even political combamnm proposed to each

other. Ts

Duncan argued that poers might have helped the movemenr confront its

own rage that sprang from a liberating irrationaliry that also consumed those

who surrendered to its power. Poets could channel passion into forms that

would nor destroy the moral standing or the psychological health of the
"movement." Instead, they helped direct the nascenr political and cultural

opposition toward self-immolatio, by singing of anger and rage, as if any

merely human position could ever be "correct." The antiwar poets had sur-

rendered the powers unique ro poets ro influence soci eV, their abiliry ro re-

veal the source of evil in "the ever-rerurning scene of brut ality and will.,,r.
"Bring up from the dark water," he said in a companion poem, ..It will be

news from behind the hori zon." \When we can see norhirg, he admonishes,

we can do nothing. The repressed force of violence burst fonh first in gov-

ernment policy, but "The grear house of our humanity /no longer standr,,,

and the "worrn of man's mise ry" cotls rn the hea rt.77 In his epigraph to the

"Dante Erudes," Duncan wrote, "It is in the social definition of freedom / that
we most sense / thepresence of the Law : / pluralistic, multiphasic, / liberal,

radrcaL " A poetics of tragedy was needed to confront .,the mixture of smooth
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and / rough" that exists in the search for brilli aurrcy endemic to civic 1ife.78 For

Duncan, rooted like most of his contemporaries in a vision of domestic uto-

pia, the household provided the most secure model for freedom: "to provide

shelter / andto prepare its members / to live well even / natonality.""

Throughout Grownd Work Duncan returned to the meaning of his fory-
year relationship with painter and collagist Jess.

How has your face

aged over these years to keep company with mine?

ever anew as I waken endearing. Each night

in the exchange of touch and speech blessing,

prepared thruout for rest. Is it not

as if He were almost here ? as if we were

already at rest?So

"He" refers to the Eros of homosexual love that had first spoken to Duncan

as an adolescent in Bakersfield and drawn him through his unexplainable de-

sires for physical contact with other men inexplicably but ineluct ably into the

profession of poetry.81 \7hen he wrote *I did not have to reach for your

beaury, / Radiant, it entirely flowd out and thru r11e,"82 he spoke of both

sexual pleasure and the force of poetry bringing him into a "community"

where his self-confessed idiosyncratic behavior and attirudes could be shaped

to render service to his fellow men and women. Eros was an angel whose

message was more than satiate your pleasure:

Contend witb me!

you demand. And I am surrounded by wingd

confusions. He

is everywhere, nowhere

now where I am.
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In every irrealiry there is Promise.

But there

where I am not He really is.

In Vhose Presence

it is as if I had a new name.83

The lines evoke the myth contained in the biblical story of Jacob wrestling

with the angel at Bethel, a theme to which Duncan had repeatedly retumed.

Poetry was a vocation, a "calling," brought into being with the same emo-

tions, perhaps the same physical acts, aroused by love. The result was a

changed person, renamed as Jacob was to Israel, "he has wrestled with God."

Through an ongoing struggle with love, Duncan feels, "I am falling into an

emptiness of Me."8a The self was acrually nothing, which in both Buddhism

and Vestern gnostic traditions meant neither absence nor lack, but a fullness

of being expressed as potentialiry waiting to be called into form, in this case

by the acrual relationships to which one makes a commitment:

Let us speak of how these perishing

things

uphold me so that

I fall

into Place,ss

Emotional commitment and profession brought Duncan to contempla-

tion of human finirude. The acceptance of love through domestic compan-

ionship led to confrontation with death, through observation of the changes

moving through body and soul of one's companion and contemplation of in-

evitable loss. Sexualiry linked to responsibility forced one to face the limita-

tion of time each man and women had. Choices had to be made of what one

wanted to accomplish and leave behind. The legacy was the "Idendry," "the

Ever-Presence," the character of a poem, which placed each human in a spiri-
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tual communiry that was entered fully only in death. The end of love was ro

bring into being one's own place

In the Grand Assemblage of Lives,

the Great Assembly-House,

this Identiry, this Ever-Presence, arranged

rank for rank, person for person, each from its own

sent out from what we were to another place

now in the constant exchange

rendered true. t'

By revealing the finirude of each life and by preparing one slowly but surely

for the dissolution of all that one valued mosr highly, the companion becomes

the embodiment of the cosmos and of onet place in history. The infinite va-

r:ery of experience fits into a strucrure of meaning where all attain their place

by giving their example as a grftto every other soul, even the monsrers. To die

in one's dream was to create anew self imbued with divine power. Death was

the "condition of eternal forms," for only at that most inward moment did

the apparent fantasies with which one struggled through onet life vanquish

all historical accident and the soul entered an apodreosis of the desires that had

constitLrted its development. 87

Through Eros nature and sociery are rejoined, but at rhe cost of exposing

the imagunary narure of communiry in modern life. Communiry was a psy-

chic factor that promised uniry by containing and balancing rhe "multiple sets

of fields turned in different directions" within the individual. If public order

was rotten and new identifications were needed to replace rhe malaise of na-

tionalism, Duncan suggested as an alternative locus of one's loyalties and con-

cerns confrontation with the limits of one's existence. By focusing on the hard

concreteness of one's life as an object heading toward death, a person became

a subject narrating the possible stories of that life and the plenirude of its

connections. ss

Duncant application of poetic vision to the drives of the counterculrural
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movement provided a self-critical vision of forces within the ry6os protest

movements that would subvert their abiliry to act with social responsibiliry

and thus effect structural change. He revealed the desire for communiry to be

a pious, religious hope for spirirual union. It had no material basis around

which to consolidate except the transitory forms that sprang up to protest

specific government policies. Ultim arcly the only real communities Duncan

could visualize were the one-on-one relations berween lovers and the practical

tasks bringing together those engaged in parallel but limited goals. It was a

vision that could provide sustenance only to the rnost ascetic, but it affirmed

the tradition of bohemia as a refuge for those who refused standardrzed, pre-

dictable patterns of individuadon offered in middle-class sociery. Their ex-

periments amused and shocked, but the truths they learned remained within

their own tradition. Bohemia was a place where truth had to be individual and

each victory could only be personal.
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experience other poets' work as objecm. Attention to meaning dissolved the ways
rhythm, leading sounds, syntax, and rhetoric created an experience for the reader. See

Duncan, "Letters on Poetry and Poetics,' 95-11,3.
10. Duncan to Blaser, in "Letters on Poetry and Poetics," r r 8.

1,1. Duncan, "The Truth and Life of Mph ," z.

1,2. Ibid., !. Duncan also observed that Schrodinger's thesis that "every electronic
event in every molecule is unigue, not entirely equivalent to that of others" was essen-

tial knowledge for poets. Assu*irg that all cosmic phenomena existed in analogical
correspondence, Duncan inferred that the very uniqueness of symbolic creation re-
ferred back to orderly processes that could not be equated with any one manifeshrion.
Therefore, "poetry enacts . . . the order of first things" ("Towards an Open lJniverse,"
n Fiaive Certainties, 78, 8 t).

13. Duncan, "Ideas of the Meaning of Form," n Finiae Certainttes, ror.
14. Duncan, "The Truth and Life of Myth," r5, 33.
15. Ibid., Jo. Compare Roland Barches's conceprion of mythology as conrempo-
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rary social practice that has been naturahzed. Duncan sees mFh as those characteris-
tics of human behavior, the expressions of which are historically determined, but the
content derives from basic biological drives. See Roland Barthes, Mybologtes (New
York: Hill and \(rang, r97z).

16. Duncan, "The Truth and Life of Myth," 4r; Robert Duncan, "Preface

\gZri' Caesar's Gate, Poems r94g-to (S* Francisco: Sand Dollar, 1972, first pub-
lished rgyy), xii.

17. Duncan, "The Truth and Life of Myth," 2,4; Duncan, "'llhe Self in Postmod-
ern Poetryr" n Fi.aioe Certainties, z3o--23r. In the laner essay Duncan argued that the
constant search for narrative and image pattern made Narcissus the model for the self,

but only if one understood that Narcissus was not admititrg his reflection but trying
to decode it for the clues it revealed to the mystery of his being (p. ,r).

18. Duncan, "The Truth and Life of Mph," 7.
19. Ibid., ro, 13. In an intervie*, Duncan observed, "\X/here I don't ioi" Eastern

philosophy at all, is that I think that everything we see is posited in the material world.
So that an archerype doesn't get to be very arche. Instead of looking at an archerype,
we'd better look at a tree or a particular individual" ("Interview: Roben Duncan," h
Ekbert Faas, Towards a Ner.a Ameican Poetics, 7z).

20. Quotations from Robert Duncan: Scales of the Maruelows, ed. Robert J. Ber-
tholf and Ian \fl. Reid (New York: New Directions, r97g), Io9.

21. Duncan, "The Truth and Life of Mph," 17.

22. Mitchell Goodman) a leader of the Mobilization Committee for the march,
was married to Duncan's close friend Denise Levertov. Norman Mailer published an

extensive account of the march n Tbe Armies of the Nigbt: History as a Noael, tbe
Noael as Historl (I.{ew York: New American Library, ry58).

23. Duncan, Introduction, Bending tbe Bow, i.
24. Carl Andr6 Bernstein and Michael Hatlen, "Interview with Robert Duncan,"

Sagetreib a$ilLand \trinter r98t): r r7-rr8, rzo.
25. Duncan, Introducdon, Bending the Bow, ii, iii.
26. See Duncan, "The Multiversiry," in Bending tbe Bow, 7o.
27. Ibid. ,7r.
28. In August rg44Duncan published in Dwight MacDonaldt journal Politics the

article "The Homosexual in Society,' in which Duncan argued that the distinctions
between hercrosexuals and homosexuals were superficial. He refused to see homo-
sexuals as either superior or inferior. The difference qras important, but only as proof
that the body taught homosexuals a truth different than culrural condido.irg. How-
ever imponant social construction was for surface behavior, the persistence of homo-
sexualiry demonstrated that there did exist layers of experience that defied social
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conffol. After the rise of gay liberation, Duncan continued to question whether the
idea of a norrn for gay subculture was not antithetical with the foundations of gay
experience.

29. Robert Duncan in class, rr November 1977, audio hpe-recording, tape II,
side r, Archive for New Poetry Universiry of California, San Diego.

30. The rwo met through correspondence in r9j4 when both were contributors
to Cid Corman's journal Origin. Th.y found their poetry munrally exhilarating and

they stayed in close contact over the next fifteen years because each viewed the other
as a virnrally ideal reader. In ry59 Levertov wrote in her statement as part of Donald
A. Allen's anthology Tbe Neza American Poetry that Duncan was one of the rwo chief
poets among her contemporaries (th. other was Robert Creeley). In g7 j, after their
well-publicized break, she affirmed the imponance of Duncan's work as a model for
her own and observed that his Passages series contained some of the best poems she

had read about the chaos emanating from social life. See "A Testamenq" tn The New
American Poetr!, r94y-r95o, ed. Donald A. Allen (f,tr.* York: Grove, r95o),

4rr-4r2, and "A Testament and a Postscripr, r9t9-r973," introduction to Levertovt
selected essays, The Poet in the World $tr.* York: New Directions, 1973), t.

31. Robert Duncan: Scales of the Mantelou.s, rro. The rcfi of "Advent ry66" runs:

Because in Vietnam the vision of a Burning Babe

is multiplied, multiplied,
the flesh on fire

not Christ's, as Southwell saw it, prefiguring
the Passion upon the Eve of Christmas,

but wholly human and repeated, repeated,

infant after infant, theirnarnes forgotten,
their sex unknoqrn in the ashes,

set alight, flaming but not vanishing,

not vanishi"g as his vision but lingerirg,

cinders upon the earth or living on
moaning and stinking in hospitals three abed;

because of this my strong sight,
my clear caressive sight, my poet's sight I was given
that it might stir me ro song,

is blurred.
There is a cataract fiLning over

my inner eyes. Or else a monstrous insect

has entered -y head, and looks out
from my sockets with multiple vision,
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;Tffi ::h# ;Hl;::',il: . f red emp,i. n,

furnace in which souls are wrought into new life,

buq as o{f abeltline, more, more senseless figures aflame.

And this insect (who is not there--
it is my own eyes do my seeing, the insect

is not there, what I see is there)

will not permit me to look elsewhere,

or if I look, to see except dulled and unfocused

the delicate, firm, whole flesh of the still unburned.
(Levertov, Poems 1968-1972 [New York: New Directions, 1987), tr4)

32. Levertov, "An Interim," h Poems r968-1972, zo, 26.

33. Levertov, "A Testament and a Postsctipr, r9t9-r973," introduction n The

Poet in tbe World, y-6.
34. Levertov, "The Untaught Teacher," h Tbe Poet in the World, ry5-r96.
35. See Levertov, The Poet in the World, r4r, r9), on the voluntary nature of

revoluti onary struggle.
36. Duncan, "The Truth and Life of Myth," t9.

37. Duncan, "Dante Erudes: The Household," rn Grownd Work: Before tbe War

Otr.* York: New Directions, 1984), r ro-r r r.

38. "Part of the aftereffect of both the German/Hitlerian thing and my own family
preaching 'the will to power' to us when we were little made me feel whenever anyone

mentioned power that I practically wanted to wind down so that you couldn t even

run a tinker-toy with it. I was not interested in some center that would form, make a

dynamo . . . I wanted no rhetoric but rath er a launching out" (Duncan, "O, Pound
and Villiams," 34).

39. Duncan, "Then M*y a One Sang," tn Grownd Work: Before tbe War, rz9.
40. Levertov, "Entr'acter" tn Poems t968-1972, r49.
41. Levertov, "Looking for the Devil Poems," tn Poems 1958-1972, t65.

42. Levertov, "Glimpses of Vietnalnese Life,' nThe Poet in tbe World, r4t.
43. Levertov's Vietnam War poetry has been the subject of much critical debate.

On the one hand, see Villiam Aiken, "Denise Levertov, Robert Duncan, md Allen
Ginsberg: Modes of the Self in Projective Poetry" Modern Poetry Studies ro (I98r):
zoo-241; Charles Ntien, Enkrging tbe Temple: It{ew Dtreaions in American Poetry

Dwring tbe r95os (Lewisburg: Bucknell Universiry Press, r97il; Paul Breslin, From
Modem to Contempora.ry (Chicago: Universiry of Chicago Press, ry8+); James F.

Mersmann, Owt of the Vietnam Vortex: A Stwdy of Poets and Poetry Against tbe War

(Lawrence: LJniversiry Press of Kansas, 1974; and Peter Middleton, Reaektion and
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Revolution in the Poetry of Denise Leaertoz (London: Binnacle Press, r98r). These

critics have prepared panicularly sffong arguments that Levertov failed to bridge the
gap berq/een imagination and experience in her antiwar poetry which became increas-

i"gly exhonanry as the war progressed. On the other hand, see Kerry Driscoll, 'n
Sense of Unremitting Emergency: Polidcs in the Early'Work of Denise Levertov,"
Centennta,l Reaiew lo ( ry86)i 292-3o3; Sandra M. Gilbert, "Revolutionary Love:
Denise Leveftov and the Poetics of Politics," PArrtassus: Poetry in Reaiew rz (r98y):

33t-3; r; Paul A. Lacey, The Inner War: Forms and Tbemes in Recent American Po-
etry (Philadelphia: Fortress, r97z); and Lorrie Smith, "Songs of Experience: Denise
Levertovt Political Poetry" Contemporary Literature 27 (1985) : 213-232. These crit-
ics have made equally sffong arguments that Levertovt antiwar poetry reflecm an
imagination focused on the problem of the war from the particular perspective of a

woman. Excluded from the exercise of power or the processes of political deliberarion,
Levertov's poetic imagination took her into the hell of her ov/n imagination ro emerge
from a sentim entahzed "womanly love" to the necessiry of power if the vision of love

and joy peculiar to women is to find reahzation (Gilbert, p. 34il.
44. Levertov wrote approvingly of Snydert politics as a form of connection. See

"Only Connect," h Poems r958-1972, zo9.

45. See Duncan, "The Multiversity," 72.
46. Duncan, "The Fire : Passag¤s rJ," n Bending tbe Bow, 42, 43.
47. Duncan, *Eafth's Vinter Song," rn Bend*g the Bow, 93.
48. Ibid. , 93, 94.
49. "At Easter, my sister, who was ayer younger than I, and I were given a duck-

ling and a litde baby rabbit each. The ducklings we petted to death ourselves. There is

a linle lesson in the spirit of romance, isnt it? I mean, when I first started to have sexual
affairs I think I pened a number of people to death (Virginia Wallace-Whitaker, "Rob-
eft Duncan on 'My Mother Would Be a Falconress,"' transcription of extemporane-
ous lecrure Duncan delivered at the Universiry of Maine in March r98 3, Sagetneb 4

tFall and \Minter r98 Sl ryil.
50. Duncan, "A Lammas Tiding," rn Bend*gthe Bow, 5r.
51. *An Interview with Robert Duncan, Conducted byJack R. Cohn and Tho-

masJ. O'Donnell," tz1.
52. Duncan to Jonathan Williams, r r December r97r, correspondence files,

Jonathan Villiams papers, Poetry/Rare Books Collection, Universiry Libraries, State

Universiry of New York, Buffalo.
53. The pnmary title signifies work in the ground of being, that is in the myths

that emerge through the exploration of langu age. Ground work was the fundamenml
examination of the rypes of connections benveen people caught in the flux of human
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desire and institutional mystiques. Duncan explained the second half of the title when
he told one interviewer fiat those who have gained "the abiliry to respond" stand "be-

fore the war," the preposition having a spatial rather than rcmporal sense (Andrew
Schelling, "Of Maps, Castelli, \Waqplanes, Ec Divers Other Things That Come 'Before

the \flar,"' Jimmy & Lwcy\ House of "K' I [rg8 il: ++).The second volume , Grownd
Work: Into tbe Dark, appeared in 1988, literally days before Duncan's death.

54. Duncan, "structure of Rime XXWI," h Ground Work: Before the War, 55.
55. Duncan, from "Santa Cruz Propositions," rn Grownd Work: Before the War,

j6-7,38.
56. Duncan, "In Truth Doth She Breathe Out Posionous Fumes," in Grownd

Work: Before tlte War, rz8.
57. Duncan's use of gender in relation to Eros generally follows the lines he set in

"The Household" (Ground Work: Before tbe War, r ro):

Let us call each voice, his or hers,
"He" that leads in the rehearsal,

rd "She", the Matrix or Praxis

the potentialiry of Music

Eros in male form appears to have to do with design and innovation, while in female
form with execution and tradition.

58. Duncan, "Then M*y a One Sang," rn Grownd Worh: Before tbe War, rz9.
59. Duncan, "Santa CruzPropositions," 39.
60. Duncan, "llt-re Missionaries," tn Ground Work: Before the War, ry j.
61,. Duncan, "Santa Cruz Propositions," 4o-4r,
62. Ibid. , 4j.
63. Levertov, "Life at Var," rn Poems r958-1972, rzz.
64. Duncan interviewed by James F. Mersmann, 9 May 1969, quoted in Mers-
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65, Duncan, "Preface (t972)i' Caesar's Gate, xiii.
66. Ibid., )oodi.
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70. Levertov, "Report," in Poems 1958-1972, t88.
71. Levertov to Kenneth Rexroth, z9 May r96t, correspondence files, Rexroth

papers, DSC.
72. Levertov, "Reportr" r9o.
73. Eros was also the source of poetry. In his "A Poem Beginning with a Line by
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Pindar," Duncan recounted the fable of Eros and Psyche as a mythic enchantment

that redefined Eros as a desire to express the ineffable in words. By completing the

labors imposed on her by Venus, Psyche finally was reunited with Eros, an allegory

for the role of poetry in giving form to the diffuse comPonents of the self. In Duncan,

The Openrng of the Field (New York: New Directions, 196o), 5z-69.

74. Duncan, "Man's Fulfillrnent in Order and Srife," rr2-rr 3, r l r-r 18.

75. Duncan, "The Truth and Life of Mph," 4t-44.
76. Ibid. , 32.
77. Duncan, "Bring It Up From the Dark," h Grownd Work: Before tbe War, y'
78. Duncan, "Dante Erud.s," in Grownd Work: Before tbe War, 94.

79. Duncan, "The Household," tn Ground Work,: Before the War, Iro. At the

sarne time, Duncan did not try to obscure that the choice of a partner and the respon-

sibilities of establishing a household (or a profession) involved the repression of pos-

sibilities, which continued to express themselves through desires over which he had no

control. "I have many, many rueful reflections uPon domestication as rePression, as

loss ofJenial sf-" he confessed in one interview (Steve Abbot and Aaron Shurin,

"InterviewAVorkshop with Robert Duncan," Sowp no. r [i98o]: lo).The household

and the colrlrnu niry coexist with the fantasies of other selves and the possibiliqF of leav-

ing despite the pain it might cause, for without the option of annihilating one's alle-

giances, the individual choice uPon which Duncan's view of social relations rests

disappears.

80. Duncan, "Circulations of the Song," tn Grownd Work: Before tbe War, fi7'
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Soaety(Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, r98l), 3r-44, for an account of Duncant
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